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A Development Shell for Cooperative
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Francois Chevenet
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Introduction

The concept of cooperative problem-solving environments is proposed here, in order to assist
the user in the many choices that have to be made when using computers to solve problems
in scientific applications. In the following, we define a. problem solving environment as a
knowledge-based system. Its knowledge base integrates all the knowledge necessary to solve
problems in an application domain: knowledge about the types of problems to be solved,
knowledge about problem-solving strategies, knowledge about the available scientific com
puter programs, and knowledge about the entities that are manipulated in the domain.
Based on this knowledge, the problem-solving environment supports the user in choosing
the elementary scientific computer programs that are necessary to solve his particular prob
lem, and in chaining them one after another in an appropriate way. So far, this definition
corresponds to the concepts presented in [Rech92]. The system might then solve automati
cally, on his own, complex problems, [Rech91]. But sub- problems might exist for which no
solving strategy is known, or which can be solved only by the user, e.g. interpretation of
graphics. Besides the solution for this kind of problems, parameter values are needed during
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the problem-solving process, and to be obtained from the user. Therefore the system must
be interactive. Especially in complex domains it is furthermore a fact that a knowledge base
is never exhaustivej strategies might exist that are not integrated in the knowledge base,
being not commonly used or not well defined. Therefore the system needs to be cooperative.
The user must always have the possibility to escape the system s control, to modify the
problem-solving strategy, or even to replace it by a completely new strategy. In the same
way, the user should be able to reconsider at any moment his own decisions, e.g. concerning
parameter values. Similar ideas are also presented in [Kant88]. The cooperative problem
solving environment should be able to manage the different versions corresponding to the
modifications. Moreover the system should be open to different kinds of users, more or less
competent in the application domain. Not every user has the same needs concerning the
functions offered by the system. So the functioning of the system has to be easily adaptable
to the user s needs, [Fisc90]. SCARP, a shell for developing such cooperative problem-solving
environments has been developed. In SCARP, problem solving is based on successive de
composition of complex problems in more elementary subproblems. Its general architecture
is presented here. Its components, the knowledge handler, the task engine, the cooperative
dialogue handler, and the user interface are hereafter detailed. In the final version of this ar
ticle an example of one of the applications of SCARP, SLOT, a cooperative problem-solving
environment in simple linear ordination will be further described.

The Architecture

SCARP is structured in different layers. The whole architecture is domain independent.
The core, the knowledge handler gives access to the knowledge base. The knowledge handler
provides functionalities to exploit and to modify the knowledge contained in the domain
specific knowledge base. The next layer, the task engine, uses the functionalities provided
by the knowledge handler to extract the knowledge necessary for problem-solving (problem
description, solving strategies, ... ). It then manages the problem solving process according to
the strategies defined in the knowledge base. Whenever the problem-solving process requires
communications with the outside world, it activates the cooperative dialogue handler.

The system is structured in layers, the knowledge handler (KH), the task engine, the
cooperative dialogue handler, the user interface and the system interface. Communication is
necessary towards two directions, represented by the external layers user interface and system
interface (the interface to the operating system). The user interface allows the system to
cooperate with the user, whereas the system interface allows to control the execution of
elementary programs.
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Figure 1: The system architecture

The Knowledge Handler

The knowledge handler is the center of the system. It provides access to the knowledge
base. Three different types of knowledge are distinguished: knowledge concerning tasks,
methods and entities. Tasks describe problems and associate problem-solving strategies if
possible (in SLOT for example correspondence analysis or principal component analysis).
Methods allow to integrate elementary programs and somehow their instructions of use into
the system (in SLOT for example calculus on matrices or of graphical representations).
Entities represent the objects manipulated in the domain (in SLOT matrices and graphical
objects). In SCARP the complete knowledge is represented as objects. The knowledge
concerning entities is represented using SHIRKA, [Rech89J, an object-centered knowledge
base management system, based on a notion similar to frames [Fike85J. To represent the
knowledge concerning methods and tasks a specific model h~ been defined for SCARP. For
such a problem solving environment the essential part of the knowledge concerns the t~ks.

Different approaches to task-oriented modeling are discussed in [Chan92] and the importance
of a declarative task description was advocated in [Smit84]. We define a task as a model
of a problem and its solution, defining a specific set of input and output entities. One
problem might be defined at different abstraction levels by different, more or less specific
task descriptions. At a low abstraction level, the problem defined by a task is sufficiently
precise, so that a problem solving strategy can be associated to the task description. The set
of input and output entities and the problem solving strategy constitute the most essential
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parts of a task definition. Within SCARP, the following types of attributes are defined for
a task: global / strategic input / output entities, pre-tasks, post-tasks, visualization tasks
for input and output, preconditions, postconditions, control flow and subtasks. The control
flow describes how the subtasks are to be chained to solve the complex task itself. Different
operators are available to combine subtasks: sequence, parallel, iteration, choice and user
task. A subtask is a user-task if the system has no strategy to solve it, and if the user
indicates the result of the task. For each subtask a specific execution-context describes how
its execution is integrated into the execution to the complex task (data flow, wether the
user has to validate input or output or not, wether the task is optional, ... ). The definite
version of this article will show how the domain knowledge for simple linear ordination was
formalized in SLOT.

The Task Engine

The task engine exploits the knowledge base via the knowledge handler for automatically
solving complex problems. Different phases are distinguished in the functioning of the task
engine. First, the global input entities are determinedj then, according to the characteristics
of these input entities, the solving strategy is chosen; afterwards, the missing strategic input
entities or parameters are obtained; if required by the execution-context, a general view
of all the input entities is shown to the user; then, the solving strategy a.ssociated to the
problem description is executed; next, the global output entities are synthesized; finally,
if required by the execution-context, a general view of all the output entities is shown to
the user. Executing the solving strategy means to decompose the complex ta.sk into more
elementary subtasks, according to the control flow. Each of the subtasks is integrated in the
global problem solving process as defined in the execution-context that links the subtask to
the complex task. Each subtask is in turn and in the same manner executed by the task
engine. Executing a task might necessitate conununication with the outside, either because
it indicates an elementary program to execute (a communication via. the system interface),
or because parameters have to be fixed by the user, or in order to ask the user to execute
a user-task (a communication via the user interface). Then the task engine interrupts itself
and activa.tes the cooperative dialogue handler. The information necessary to reactivate the
task engine at the end of the required communication is stored.
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The Cooperative Dialogue Handler

The cooperative dialogue handler manages all the communications between the task engine
and the outside world. It is usually activated by the task engine that needs information
from the user or to execute an. elementary program. The dialogue handler then executes this
requestj it initiates a specific dialogue with the user or activates the required program. In
the end of the dialogue or the program execution it sends the result of the communication
to the task engine, and reactivates it in order to continue the problem solving process. This
is the normal. case : the dialogue handler is activated by the task engine, that is itself
interrupted during the dialogue, expecting the result. But the cooperative dialogue handler
can also be activated by the user, while the task engine is working and not aware of the
dialogue. This is where cooperative abilities are required. Via the user interface the user
always follows the problem solving process. He might at any moment decide to modify its
characteristics, either parameter values or strategic choices made previously. The user then
activates the dialogue handler, engaging a modification dialogue. In the end he validates
the modifications. The dialogue handler then interrupts the task engine. It creates a new
version of the current problem solving process, copying unmodified parts of the precedent
version. Finally it reactivates the task engine with this new, modified version. The task
engine will then reexecute the part of the problem solving process which is in relation with
the modification.

The User Interface

To enable the user to follow the problem solving process and to interact with the dialogue
handler an appropriate user interface is essential. The user interface of our system always
shows gra.phically the current state of the problem solving process, i.e. the current task
decomposition tree. It indicates which subtasks are already executed, and if they were
successfully executed. Furthermore any decision point is marked and can be inspected by
the user. Via the interface, the user has access to all information necessary to evaluate the
correctness of the problem solving process. These are for example the input I output entities
of a task and its existing versions. To engage in a modification dialogue with the dialogue
handler the user then simply selects the relevant information with the mouse and modifies
it.

The user interface is structured in three main parts, showing the problem definition
(upper left), the existing versions (upper right), and the actual state of the problem solving
process (lower part).
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Figure 2: The user interface

Problem Solving With SLOT, an Example

This chapter will show the cooperative problem solving process using an example session
with SLOT. It will detail on one hand the autonomous work of the task engine, and on the
other hand the cooperation with the user.

Conclusion

The main charaderistics of our system are that it is generic and mixed-initiative. It is
generic because the problem solving environment shell is not domain dependent. To develop
a domain specific problem solving environment, the domain specific knowledge has only to be
formalized in the system-specific way, in the same way as it was done for SLOT. The rest of
the system s architecture is domain independent. The system is mixed-initiative beca.use not
only the system but also the user can at any moment activate a dialogue process. This is the
great difference between our system and traditional expert system shells. Problem solving
environments developed with the presented shell are not dedicated to a specific user group.
Beginners might limit the use of the system s cooperative facilities, while experts might
fully exploit these facilities and explore new problem solving strategies. Another important
point, not yet detailed in this article, is that these newly explored strategies may be stored
as macros, i.e. new tasks, in the system s knowledge base.
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PYTHIA: An Expert System for the Support of
"Smart" Parallel PDE Solvers

Elias N. Housits, Shahani M. Weerawarana
John R. Rice and Sanjiva Weerawarana,l

Department of Computer Sciences
Purdue University

West Lafayette, IN 47906

C.E. RouaHs
University of Crete

Department of Computer Science
Heraklion, Greece.

Introduction

The computing scenario of the 90's will be dominated by the following computer orga.niza
tions:

(i) Parallel MIMD systems with hundreds to thousands processors executing k Million
Instructions Per Second (k MIPS).

(ii) Parallel MIMD systems with tens to hundreds processors executing Billions of Instruc
tions Per Second (BIPS).

(iii) Heterogeneous networks of supercomputers.

Unlike for sequential vector processors, algorithm implementation on these complex
high performance architectures is not logically consistent with traditional programming ap
proaches. Thus, the scientists/engineers need new tools and algorithms capable of exploring
the high potential performance of these systems.

In every algorithmic strategy one can identify three types of statements: the declarative,
procedural and logical. They describe the "what", "how", and "when" of an algorithm's
execution in their computational environment. The description of most existing algorithms

lWork supported in pa.rt by AFOSR grant 91-F49620, NSF grant CCR 86-19817.
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includes a set of parameters whose determination is the responsibility of the user. These
parameters are usually related to storage, computational behavior, and parallel processing
issues. The efficiency and speed up of these algorithms depends very much on the choice of
these parameters. The determination of most of these parameters is a "hard" problem and
requires extensive knowledge of the algorithm and machine combination. Its solution can be
viewed as a search process through a solution space, usually a high dimensional one.

In the case of PDE (Partial Differential Equations) computations the principal user pa
rameters relate to the selection of (grid, method (discretization-indexing-solver)) and (con
figuration, machine) pairs so that certain a priori defined computational objectives (i.e.,
accuracy, time, memory) are satisfied. The speed-up and efficiency of most of the existing
and proposed parallel PDE solvers cannot be predicted without run-time information. Fur
thermore, due to the large number of parameters, the size of the solution space is sufficiently
large to require the use of AI techniques to search for the "optimal" combination. In this
paper we report on the structure and methodology of an expert system called PYTHIA that
attempts to select optimal (solver, machine) pairs and their parameters so as to optimize
the user's computational objectives transparently to the user. PYTHIA attempts to use the
concept of meta-algorithms or smart-algorithms to create a simpler logical equivalent of the
algorithm and the associated knowledge. PYTHIA's unique characteristic is the way it ac
quires knowledge. It primarily relies on the collection of a set of run time performance data
to which a stochastic process is applied to derive rules and possible profiles for efficiency,
time and memory. This is done for each algorithm involved.

In this paper, we provide an overview of PYTHIA's architecture, describe briefly some
of its components, and present some preliminary results.

The Architecture of PYTHIA

The PYTHIA environment consists of two distinct componentsj the knowledge engineering
environment where rules are generated and the application user environment where an end
user uses PYTHIA in an advisory capacity.

The knowledge engineering component uses the ELLPACK Performance Evaluation Sys
tem to execute test problems, generate performance profiles and to execute the FORTRAN
statistical analyzer. These profiles are then converted to knowledge base facts by PERL
scripts. The facts themselves are represented as Common Lisp structures and/or OPS5 rules
and stored in a knowledge base for later use. Figure 1 shows the structure of this com
ponent. The advisory expert system component of PYTHIA is being implemented as an
editor within / /ELLPACK in OPS5, Common Lisp and C. The user interface is an X-based
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Figure 1: The knowledge engineer view of PYTHIA

tool that provides the user with convenient mechanisms for specifying the problem features
(either manually or via the problem analyzer) and performance objectives and integrates
PYTHIA's prediction, into the / /ELLPACK program being developed by the user. Figure
2 shows the structure of this component.

Problem Features

We classify problem features in terms of the following components: (i) PDE operator, (ii)
PDE equation right hand side, (iii) solution, (iv) boundary conditions, (v) initial conditions,
and (vi) domain of definition. Thus, the set of characteristics of a PDE problem includes

10
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Figure 2: The applica.tion user view of PYTIDA

some classification information for the a.bove components and some quantita.tive information
a.bout the behavior (i.e., smoothness and local variation) of the functions (i.e., coefficients of
the operators, right side of the operator equations, and the solution) of the PDE problem. In
the PYTHIA environment, a. characteristic vector v is created for each user's problem which
collects the values a.ssociated with these features. It is determined automatically through
symbolic processing of the PDE problem specification and by symbolic/numeric processing
of its fundions. Features that cannot be a.scertained automa.tically must be provided by the
user or from simple defaults.

Problem features in the characteristic vector v are represented by a data structure that
contains slots for boolean quantities (for example, whether the operator is self-adjoint or
not) as well as numerical quantities (for example, the smoothness and local variation of the
boundary conditions). Also, if any performance data. is available for the problem, then that
information is kept in another slot as a. list of (method, performance profile) tuples. The
characteristic vector of a problem is then a vector that lists the values of all the boolean and
numerical slots of a problem structure.

11



The Rules

The knowledge base contains four classes of rules.
The first are a priori rules provided by a human expert and the rest are the rules generated

by PYTHIA. We expect that the number of human-given rules will be small as many hard
to measure quantities (such as the efficiency of the implementation) playa significant role
in the perfonnance of algorithms.

The second class of rules refer to uniprocessors (sequential and vector) and they are
generated by deliberate actions of the knowledge engineer. The knowledge engineer "trains"
PYTHIA by executing many test problems then allowing PYTHIA to gather interesting
performance da.ta from them. These performance profiles are stored as facts in the knowledge
base. A statistical analyzer is also used to analyze performance data in order to rank the
performance of various methods on one problem and also the performance of one method
on many problems of belonging to one "class." The basic variable in these rules is the error
level requested by the user. For example, if the user requests 2% accuracy, then these rules
can relate this error level to the fineness of a grid, the number of iterations for a particular
method, etc.. The knowledge engineer identifies a class of. problems and requests PYTHIA
to generate rules for tha.t class using applicable performance profiles. Thus, there are two
sub-types of rules in this class generated by PYTHIA: The first type of rules indicate which
method works best for a given class of problems at each error level while the second type of
rules indicate with method works best for a given problem at each error level.

The third class of rules refer to each individual multiprocessor machine and these are
generated in a manner similar to the above actions of the knowledge engineer. Their objective
is to assist in the selection of "optimal" (grid, configuration, method) triples for a particular
target parallel machine. These rules are based on the solver performance data collected by
the the / /ELLPACK system.

The fourth class of rules assists in the selection of the most efficient machine out of a
specified set of machines for which the library of PDE solvers is available. The resources and
the ranking of these machines are matched with some of the user specified computational
objectives and a selection is made to best satisfy the user's objectives.

The Inference Algorithm

The primary approach is to use the exemplar or case based methodology. Some general rules
are used which aid the efficiency of the process. For example, there are some common simple
problems where the best choices are immediately known.
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Given the user's problem, PYTHIA first attempts to find the cl~s of a priori defined
problems that is "closest" by matching the properties of the problem with properties of the
cla.ss. Once the closest class h~ been found, if class rules are available, then those can be used
to provide information to the user. Otherwise, PYTHIA finds the closest exemplar within
that cl~s and then uses the rules for that problem to provide the necessary information to
the user.

Preliminary Studies

We used the cl.." of problem' studied in [HR82] to evaluate the PYTHIA. Let C be that
class of problems. First, we used the first 10 problems in C (or, 25% of C) as a "training
set" to make performance predictions for the remaining problems in C. Then we used the
first 20 problems in C (or, 50% of C) as the training set and ~ before, made predictions for
the remaining problems. The Table below shows the results of this test. Each percentage
indicates the percentage of correct predictions for each (training set, relative error level) pair.
The "Number Predicted" is the number of valid predictions made by PYTHIA.l

Training Number Relative Error
Set Predicted 0.1% 0.01% 0.001%
'C 37 76% 73% 57%
,C 19 95% 89% 58%

In the next test, we wish to observe the effect of a larger training set on the correctness of
predictions on the same set of problems. Hence, we used the same training sets as above,
but, instead of making predictions for all remaining problems for each training set (i.e.,
from problems 11 and 21 onwards, respectively), in both cases, we made predictions for just
problems 21 onwards. The table below shows these results.

Training Number Relative Error
Set Predicted 0.1% 0.01% 0.001%
C 7 86% 86% 100%

*C 12 100% 92% 33%

. ..
1A prediction 18 not vahd if other factors, such as method apphcablhty, are not satisfied.
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Conclusions

Although the above tests are extremely preliminary, we observe that PYTHIA does behave
quite well. We hope to closely couple PYTHIA with the / /ELLPACK environment in order
to allow it to learn each time a problem is solved by a user. This will allow PYTHIA to
improve with usage and make its predictions even more accura.te.
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Artificial Intelligence Support for Scientific
Model-Building

Richard M. Keller
Artificial Intelligence Research Branch

NASA Ames Research Center

Although computer models playa. crucial role in the conduct of science today, scientists
lack adequate software engineering tools to facilitate the construction, maintenance, and
reuse of modeling software. Usually, scientific models are implemented using a general
purpose computer programming language, such as Fortran. Because this type of gencral
purpose language is not specifically customized for scientific modeling problems, the scientist
is forced to translate scientific constructs into general-purpose programming constructs in
order to implement a. model. This manual translation process can be very complicated,
labor-intensive, and error-prone. Furthermore, the translation process obfuscates the original
scientific intent behind the model, and buries important assumptions in the program code
that should remain explicit. The resulting software is typically complex, idiosyncratic, and
difficult for anyone but the original model developers to understand.

At NASA Ames Research Center, we are building a knowledge-based software environ
ment that makes it easier for scientists to construct, modify, and share scientific models of
physical systems. Examples of such models include planetary atmosphere models, ecosys
tem models, and biochemical process models. The SIGMA (Scientists' Intelligent Graphical
Modeling Assistant) system functions as an intelligent assistant to the scientist. Rather
than construct models using a conventional programming language, scientists use SIGMA's
graphical interface to "program'" visua.lly using a high-level data flow modeling language.
The terms in this modeling language involve scientific concepts (e.g., physical quantities,
scientific equations, and data sets) rather than general programming concepts (e.g., arrays,
loops, counters). SIGMA assists the scientist during the model-building process and checks
the model for consistency and coherency as it is being constructed. Then SIGMA automati
cally translates the conceptual model into an executable program, freeing the scientists from
error-prone implementation details.

To provide this level of automation, the system must be given a significant amount of
knowledge about the scientific domain, as well as general knowledge about programming.
In our system, knowledge is represented and stored in a la.rge knowledge base that contains
information about scientific equations, physical quantities and constants, scientific units,
numerical programming methods, and scientific domain concepts and relations. We ha.ve
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invested considerable time and energy into representing scientific knowledge in a form that
is reusable across a variety of scientific disciplines.

To ground OUI work, we have been conducting a case study of a planetary atmosphere
model developed (in Fortran) by physicist and collaborator Christopher McKay. His model
uses scientific data from Voyager I's flyby of Titan to infer the thermal and radiative structure
of Titan's atmosphere. Our methodology has been to "reverse-engineer" the Fortran model in
order to reconstruct the knowledge and methods used by McKay to build such a model. Based
on our analysis, we are developing a general tool that will ultimately enable atmospheric
scientists to construct an entire class of atmospheric models - including McKay's Titan
model- using OUI automated modeling assistant.

To avoid developing a system that is too narrowly scoped, we also have been studying
models in other scientific domains. In this way, we increase confidence that our efforts
are general and transferable to other scientific disciplines. For example, we have recently
extended our knowledge base to support modeling activities associated with the Forest-BGC
ecosystem model. This forest carbon-cycle and water-cycle model was developed by ecologists
S. Running and J. Coughlin at the University of Montana, and is used by collaborator
Jennifer Dungan and other researchers at NASA. Dungan's goal is to use SIGMA to build
a generalized version of Forest-BGC that can be used to investigate regional-scale forest
ecosystem phenomena.

In the current version of SIGMA, we conceptualize model-building as a kind of derivation
process. Given some initial configuration state of the physical system being modeled, model
building can be viewed as a. process of deriving a set of unknown physical variables from
the known variables in the initial state. The process of deriving unknown quantities is
accomplished via a series of computational transformations that bridge the gap between
the known and unknown variables. Two kinds of computational transformations currently
supported in the system are equations (algebraic and ordinary differential) and Fortran
subroutines.

The process of deriving unknown variables is accomplished via a simple ba.ckchaining
procedure. In this backchaining process, the user first selects an unknown physical variable
they wish to calculate. Then the system presents the user with a limited set of transfor
mations that can be used to derive the desired variable. This set is determined based on
the system's semantic understanding of when each transformation is applicable, and on its
ability to match the applicability conditions to the current state. The user next selects one of
the suggested transformations, and the system checks to see whether all the input variables
required by this transformation are already known. If so, the desired output variable is com
puted using the selected transformation; if not, the backchaining process recurses for each of
the unknown variables. During this process, the graphical interface displays a visualization
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of the current model as it is being built.
Our long term plan is to make SIGMA a viable tool to support future NASA planetary

and earth-based activities, including those related to the upcoming Huygeos probe of Titan's
atmosphere, as well as the modeling activities associated with data collected by the Earth
Observing System (EOS) network of satellites. SIGMA is implemented in CommonLisp on
a Sun SPARe station 2, and features a Motif-based graphical user interface.
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Introduction

One of the most difficult tasks for users of finite element software is to set the spatial mesh
over the geometrical domain. Specifying mesh densities which capture the behaviour of local
phenomena can typically become a. process of trial and error. Much current research in finite
element analysis is being concentrated on the development of error estimators and adaptive
mesh strategies to allevia.te this problem. However, the form of the initial mesh can greatly
influence the rate of convergence, and hence the choosing of this mesh is highly important. A
priori strategies are often heuristic in nature, depending largely on the skill and experience
of the analyst. Also, while theoretical analysis of mesh adaptation strategies has had some
success in model problems, the issue of which strategy to employ in a given real engineering
problem is still unresolved. Again experience and heuristics are required to formulate the
best strategy. The usefulness of knowledge-based techniques and tools to assist this process
has been recognised ([Andrews, 1988), [Sbepherd, 1988]).

This paper describes the application of case based reasoning techniques to mesh gener
ation and adaptation. Given a differential equation problem to solve, the system forms a
solution strategy by accessing a case base of previously solved problems, and matching the
current problem with similar solved problems. Numerical modules then simulate, test and,
if necessary, adapt the solution until a sufficient accuracy is obtained. The final result is
added as a new case to the case base (see Figure 1). The case base serves to augment a priori
knowledge of a given problem, by making available knowledge gained through a posteriori
analysis of previously solved, similar problems.

In the current implementation, we are considering mesh generation for two-dimensional,
steady state, second order partial differential equation problems.
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Beyond Rule-based Expert Systems

While the rule-based expert system has been very successfully applied to many domains, in
recent years AI researchers have recognised certain limitations : large production systems
tend to become unmanageable, and maintenance of a consistent rule set increasingly diffi
cultj rules of combination of uncertain information using confidence factors or other similar
measures, are difficult to justify and can produce questionable results. More sophisticated
AI techniques are being researched, which attempt to model human reasoning more closely.
One of the most promising of these is case based reasoning [Shank, 1990], and this is now
being applied to complex a.pplication domains. Case based reasoning systems model human.
reasoning by forming solutions through the retrieval and ada.pta.tion of successful stra.tegies
used in the past. Thus, they use past experience, rather than working always from first
principles. The result is a dynamic system, which is constantly up-dating its knowledge
from experience gained through solving problems.

We believe that the essential advantage of case based reasoning is its flexibility. The case
base is not tightly bound to the compiled knowledge of rules; rather, it is free to postulate
solutions based on less restrictive matching routines. These search only for similarities with
out requiring these similarities to be grounded in domain knowledge. There is therefore more
potential for unexpected associations to be found, and, if we accept that similar situations
produce similar results, these associations should not generally be irrelevant. Furthermore,
by coupling the system with an adaptive simulation engine, we are including a module which
can reject any bad assertions made. It must be accepted however, that rea30ning by exam
ple alone can lead. at least to inefficiencies, when commonly encountered situations could
be better expressed as a rule. The ideal may be to integrate a case based and rule based
approach, with the case base serving as a rule generator, or additional knowledge source,
when inferencing fails.

Related Work

Knowledge-based mesh generation has been considered by a number of researchers, although
typically research has concentrated on the development of rule-based systems, for example,
[Andrews, 1988], [Rank, 19871. CAD applications research, for example, [Vorozhtsov, 1989],
has focused almost exclusively on how the geometrical shape of the domain affects the phe
nomena being analysed over the domain, without taking full account of the mathematical.
model which describes the phenomena. [Kang & Haghighi, 1992] presents an expert system
based on a blackboard architecture which makes use of boundary and loading conditions as
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well as object geometry. Finally, [Macedo et al., 1990] presents a methodology for the selec
tion of activity indicators to be used by local mesh refinement schemes. We would argue that
our approach is fundamentally different from any of these, since we are using an AI strategy
which includes learning, and we are integrating this strategy with sophisticated numerical
mesh adaptation techniques.

System Overview

Figure 1 shows the overall system. The AI preprocessor accesses a case base to generate
an initial mesh, which has been refined in areas of expected high error concentration. The
adaptive simulation engine uses h-adaptation , based on an element-wise error estimate
generated using the Zienkiewicz-Zhu post-processing technique [Zienkiewicz & Zhu, 1987].
The results analysis module locates the important features in the solution, links these with
the input features which caused them, to form an indexed case which is then placed in the
case base for use in future problem solving.

Although the geometrical domain greatly influences the form of the final solution, it is
not the only influence. Boundary and load conditions, for example, may produce affects
which are harder to predict a priori. This research is concentrating on the interactions
between such features in the mathematical model. Features are categorised into three sub
categories : geometrical features, equation features and boundary condition features and
matches between cases are considered on the basis of each. For example, Figure 2 shows a
simple diffusion problem, the solution of which exhibits a high gradient in the lower right
hand corner. Analysis of the problem results in indexing this case by the problem features
of two boundary conditions of different kinds, connected at the corner. The index is a
relationship between features, rather than just the features themselves.

A fundamental issue tackled in this research is case representation. A case consists of a
problem together with its solution in terms of appropriate mesh densities. The representa
tion must make similarities between problems explicit, since large amounts of computation
to find these similarities is undesirable. Most solution behaviours result not from one specific
problem feature, but rather from the-interaction of severalj so relationships between features
must also be explicit. A frame based representation is used. Each case consists of a network
of feature attributes, linked through geometric connectives. Thus structural mappings be
tween cases are enabled, which match not just individual features, but networks of related
features. Features and feature relationships are stored in frame taxonomies. Case retrieval
is achieved by a process of generalizing up the hierarchy and specialising to match the target.
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Introduction

Users of modern scientific computing facilities have substantial collections of ma.thematical
and statistical problem-solving tools at their disposal. These may be installed for use on a.
central. mainframe, installed for access on a personal workstation from a. local file server I or
accessible from an external repository via. anonymous FTP, a network server, or electronic
mail. The average user with a particular mathematical problem to solve has a difficult time
dealing with this bounty. The user must first be familiar with available packages, where
they are located, and how they are accessed, and then must engage in a. tedious and error
prone search for the subset that may be applicable to the problem at hand. Users have a
greater chance for success if they appeal to a central. information resource for help in locating
software.

Even if the user knows where to look for candidate software there are still significant
difficulties to overcome. Existing software repository systems have at best only primitive
directory services. Potential users often lack the mathematical knowledge to be able to
translate vague problem descriptions into the precise jargon associated with mathematical.
software abstracts. The terminology barrier also makes it difficult for users to discriminate
among software for solving similar problems. Users need state-of-the-art directory services
supported by readily-available expert consultants.

The Guide to Available Mathematical Software (GAMS) is a centralized mathematical
software resource maintained for scientists at the National Institute of Standards and Tech
nology (NIST). The GAMS system contains information about more than 50 mathematical
and statistical. software packages available from a four physically-distributed software reposi
tories, including netlib [2]. Users access GAMS anonymously by logging in to a server system
on the Internet. Searches based upon problem class, keyword, or name may be used to locate
appropriate software, after which items such as abstracts, documentation and source code
can be retrieved. Both generic and graphical. user interfaces are available. GAMS functions
like a management and retrieval system for a large central software repository. However,
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instead of maintaining the cataloged software itself, it provides central access to multiple
repositories managed by others. We use the term virtual software repository to describe such
systems.

In this paper we outline the evolving architecture for the GAMS system. Both its current
status as well as plans for the incorporation of automated domain consultants and restructing
based upon a client-server approach will be described.

The G AMS Software Reuse Model

The GAMS virtual software repository is a collection of software modules. A module is a
reusable piece of software that solves a. well-defined problem. Modules are grouped together
in a natural way to form packages. Associated with each module and pa.cka.ge is a set
of objects such as abstracts, documentation, source, examples, and tests. Object types
are not predefined, so that objects unique to a particular module or package are easily
accommodated. Pa.ckages are made available at one or more repository sites. Each site
may have a different access mechanisms. For example, GAMS obtains netlib software using
an znetlib client program that downloads software from Oak Ridge National Laboratory on
demand.

Support for Directory Services

An important component of our model is a taxonomy of mathema.tical and statistical prob
lems which is used to classify software modules. The taxonomy we use is the GAMS Problem
Classification System [1]. This taxonomy is now in widespread use, having been adopted by
both library developers and scientific computing centers worldwide. In addition, we maintain
a keyword index to the problem taxonomy. The index functions as a thesaurus, allowing one
to map alternate terminology into the taxonomy.

The User Interface

Both a simple ASCII interface and a network-based XII graphical user interface are sup
ported. (See Figure 1 for a sample XU window.)
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Both are available for anonymous use on the Internet. During its first seven months of
operation more than 1400 uses were logged from well over 100 Internet hosts. We encourage
external use of GAMS on an experimental basis in order to get additional user feedback on
the system's features and user interface. To try the system, telnet to linden.cam.nist.gov
(129.6.80.116) and present username gam. (for the generic interface) or xgam. (for the XlI
interface).

Expert Extensions

The GAMS Problem Classification System provides a. rudimentary method of codifying
mathema.tical. knowledge necessary for software selection. However, it is not detailed enough
to deal with situations in which many similar software modules are available for a particular
problem. In this case much more detailed knowledge of the particular subdomain and the
candidate software is necessary in order to provide users with guidance. We will describe
plans for incorporating such domain expert subsystems into GAMS.

Client-Server Approach

The GAMS system already functions as a client of other repository systems such as netlib.
GAMS itself is currently being restructured so that it can function as a network server. The
system has already been split so that the user interface is logically separate from the GAMS
core, and we are currently defining a simple ASCII protocol through which these layers can
communicate. We are also experimenting with a modified version of WAIS to provide the
network transport for this client-server approach.
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Introduction

Tra.ditionally, scientific pa.ckages are considered only of components written in a. procedural
language (FORTRAN or C). But this architecture is unsa.tisfactory for users who are confused
by the great number of functionalities of the software. One solution is to integrate some
non-algorithmic knowledge into a knowledge-based system, as has been done for instance
in ELLIPTIC EXPERT [2], EVE [I] or FOCUS [3J. In this context, several studies have
been carried out at INRIA focusing on the finite element library MODULEF. One of the
resulting realizations is a. knowledge-based system called DOMINO, which has been coupled
with MODULEF without changing anything in the library itself.

The MODULEF Finite Element Library

The MODULEF library [6) has been designed to solve different types of problems, in terms of
partial differential equations, using finite element methods. Amongst the domains studied,
the following can be mentioned:

• steady state or time-dependent, linear or non-linear, two- or three-dimensional heat
conduction problems,

• two- or three-dimensional elasticity problems, with large and small deformations,

• two-dimensional fluid flow,

• characterization of composite materials reinforced by unidirectional fibers.

It now contains more than 400,000 lines written in FORTRAN. It is constituted of contri
butions (programs, expertise, material means, etc.) from all the members of the MODULEF
club. These contributions are subsequently redistributed for the benefit of each member.

Usually, in order to solve a physical problem, the user must:
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• model the problem mathematically as a partial differential equation system,

• find a variational formulation and discretize the problem,

• solve the discrete problem by executing a succession of algorithms; a very large number
of these algori thms have alrea.dy been implemented in the software (direct or dual finite
element methods, several solution techniques for linear systems by direct or iterative
methods, etc.),

• analyze the results.

The architecture of MODULEF (a library written in a procedural language) enabled u,
to code a large amount of the algorithmic knowledge of the finite element domain. But
this architecture is ina.ppropriate to represent other knowledge that the user must find in
the documentation: how to model the physical problem, how to solve the mathematical
problem by chaining software components, the most efficient components, their restrictions
of use, how to activate them, how to interpret the results, ... We then decided to represent
this know-how in a knowledge-based system. This system, called DOMINO [4,5], is now
operational and used by several laboratories.

The DOMINO Knowledge-Based System

The main feature of DOMINO is its ability to communicate not only with the user, but also
with the scientific software (Figure 1). Instead of just a.dvising the user to choose a certain
component, DOMINO itself creates the necessary numerical data, activates the component
and analyzes the numerical results. If these results are sufficient to select the next component,
the latter is automatically activa.ted. On the other hand, if some data are missing, the user
is asked to supply them. With this method, the user is guided in the specification of the
physical problem and gives a minimum of data.
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The knowledge is represented in a. rule base and a. fact base which is itself split into three
parts (the finite element base, the action base and the physical problem base):

• The rule base represent the strategy to select the algorithms. from known facts, rules
specify wha.t actions ha.ve to be done, using a. forward chaining mechanism.

• The finite element base contains a description of each element a.vailable in the MOD
ULEF library: its name, geometry, formula.tion, interpolation, etc.

• The action base specifies the implementa.tion of each algorithm: generic form of the
data. file, auxiliary subroutines, system commands, etc.

• The physical problem base is a. temporary fact base that contains the data. given by the
user for the current problem.

The inference engine ensures communication between the previous components. It was
written in LISP especially for this purpose. The main two advantages of this global ar
chitecture are to simplify the management of the knowledge involved and to possibly give
justification of reasoning.

Conclusion

DOMINO has proved to be very useful for nonexpert users: thanks to this system, they easily
use more efficient, although less familiar, methods. But this experiment has also shown us
that other tools are necessary for the expert users and for the developers of finite element
software:
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• The expert 1LSer prefers to choose the methods him/herself and to create manually a
set of numerical data. In order to satisfy this requirement, we are currently designing
a system based on Smalltalk, which is both a prototyping language and a powerful
graphical environment.

• The developer also needs different tools, because of the difficulties of integrating new
components in a large software system, following rules and conventions that are often
hard to learn and apply. One solution which appears to be very promising is a program
synthesizer including a computer algebra system and a knowledge-based system.

Bringing together these different tools into a homogeneous environment raises several
difficulties, but we believe it must remain a long term objective.
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This paper presents a knowledge-based system devoted to the LAPACK library [I] to
help the user in selecting a numerical procedure and in validating a result. Many front-end
systems such as GLIMPSE and KASTLE developed by NAG [21 help the user in selecting
the right routine of a scientific library. Our system is also concerned with the numerical
quality of the result. It can either select a routine or check the validity of a given routine to
solve a user's problem. The accura.cy of the result depends upon the error on the data, the
numerical stability and the condition number. Our goal is to provide an error estimation
thanks to the knowledge of these three components. It should be noted that, contrarily
to other expert systems such as [3], we do not intend to generate code, only to advise the
user. All the knowledge base is modelized by objects, with no explicit inference rules. This
approach is well-suited to describe a scientific expertise and allows to extend or modify easily
the base.

We have developed a first prototype at IRISA, to demonstrate the feasibility of our goals.
We do not presently deal with the complete LAPACK library but with a subset of it which
aims at solving eigenvalue problems and which contains about hundred routines. We claim
however that this domain is large and complex enough to show the capabilities of our system.
Moreover our knowledge base can evolve easily thanks to the object modelization.

To solve an. eigenvalue problem with the LAPACK library, the user can either select a
driver routine or apply sequentially three methods: the first one to transform the matrix
into a tridiagonal or Hessenberg form, the second one to compute the eigenvalues (if wanted)
and the third one to compute the eigenvectors (if wanted). All the routines depend upon
the nature of the matrix and the na.ture of the computation. The methods to compute the
eigenvalues and the eigenvectors are also related to the number of values and vectors required.
Each problem, described by the ma.trix and the requirements, can be solved by one or several
methods. However, only one is the most suitable. For instance, it is better to compute few
eigenvalues by bisection rather than by the QR method though both methods can do it.
Therefore, the system must know all the possible methods when valida.ting a. user's choice
and know the best one when selecting a routine. The accuracy of the computations depends
upon the numerical stability, the condition number of the problem, the error on the da.ta
and the computer precision. Since we deal with the LAPACK library which is numerically
stable, we can roughly estimate the rounding error by the machine precision. The library
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provides routines to estimate the condition number of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. These
estimations can be used to derive a simplified error estimation on the results.

Our system is based on the development shell SHIRKA [4], written in Lisp, which pro
vides means to describe knowledge bases and to apply a classification mechanism upon them.
All the knowledge is contained into the objects which are organized into hierarchies. Multiple
inheritance allows to describe complex objects and is well suited to mathematical entities.
The inference rules are implicitly embedded into the knowledge base thanks to the organiza
tion in hierarchies and to default values or attached procedures. No explicit rule such that
"if-then-else" has to be written. The basic inference mechanism is the classification process
which can take into account a given subset of attributes and which can infer values of another
given subset of attributes. The process can explain any result when wanted. SHIRKA is
easy to use thanks to a user interface which visualizes the objects and the actions taken on
them.

The objects used in our system can be divided into three groups:

• description of the problem: the matrix, the requirements (number of eigenvalues and
eigenvectors), the environment (precision).

• procedures: the driver routine (when it does exist), the procedure to transform the
matrix (into a tridiagonal or an Hessenberg form), the procedure to compute the eigen
values (by a QR-type method or by bisections), the procedure to compute the eigen
vectors (by back-substitution or by inverse iterations).

• validation of the result: the routine to estimate the condition number, the formula to
estimate the error, the error analysis.

To select a routine, the user provides the problem description and the system infers the
procedure name after classification on a part of the attributes. On the other hand, to check
a routine, the user provides also the procedure name and the system detects if the method
is suitable or not after classification without inference on all the attributes. By comparing
with its selection, the system can also find if the method is the right one.

To validate a result, the user provides an estimation of the error on the data which may
come from a previous estimation by the system and of the condition number which can be
computed by the routine proposed by the system. Then the system gives an error estimation
thanks to a simple formula.

The current interface is provided by SHIRKA. We plan to develop a more specific in
terface in order to mask to the user the expert system aspects. The interface should also
combine the different steps more automatically, for example in the selection of a method
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which requires to combine several cla.ssifications corresponding to each procedure used. The
validation here is simplified thanks to the knowledge on the LAPACK library. A more general
system could propose tools to analyze for example the convergence behaviour or the roundoff
errors. We currently investigate such numerical tools [5]. In our opinion, oUI system could
easily be extended to the whole LAPACK library by creating new objects and possibly by
updating some of them.

Acknowledgments: the authors are indebted to F. Rechenmann for providing the
system SHIRKA and for his technical a.ssistance.
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Image processing [1, 2] is a fast growing subfield of computer science with many applica
tions in science and engineering. A large number of standard algorithms have been proposed,
and there exist many image processing software libraries, each typically including between
a few dozens and several hundreds of standard algorithms. An example of such a library
is SPIDER [3] which contains more than 300 algorithms covering a large part of the field
of image processing. The application of the SPIDER subroutines to a given problem, how
ever, may be difficult even for an expert in image processing as the complete documentation
consists of more then 700 printed pages, describing subroutines that may need up to 17
parameters.

In order to successfully solve an image processing problem by means of a program library
like SPIDER, knowledge about both image processing in general and the underlying software
package is needed. Additionally, general knowledge about the application and use of subrou
tines from a program library is needed. Conceptually, solving an image processing problem
by means of a software package can be modeled as a process that involves the cooperation
of three experts: a problem solving expert who knows how to solve problems by means of
software packages independently of the particular application area and software library; a
domain expert, in our case an expert in image processing; and a software package expert,
e.g. an expert for the SPIDER package. This approach can be directly implemented and
results in an expert system for problem solving by means of a software package. The three
experts are represented by three more or less independent parts of the knowledge base.

Using the concept of the three independent experts described above, we have developed
an expert system for the application of the SPIDER package. The aim of the system is to
support users of image processing in solving a variety of image processing problems. The
system provides the following functions:

• Classification of the underlying image processing problem (e.g. contour based or region
based processing).

• Selection of a sequence of methods of image processing and corresponding SPIDER
subroutines which can be used to infer the desired results from an input picture.
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• Parametrization of the subroutines to be applied.

• Automatic execution of the selected subroutines.

• Interpretation of the intermediate results in order to decide whether the actual pro
cessing is to be continued or whether alternative ways of processing are preferable.

The operations of the system are driven by a dialog with the user. In such a dialog, the
user specifies the problem to be solved and can. give his/her preference if the system finds
more than one possible way of processing. There are two dialog modes, one for experienced
users and one for novices. Background information and recommendations are available for
any question asked by the system, and default answers are proposed whenever suitable. Fur
thermore, as it is often necessary in image processing to test various parameter combinations,
the system supports systematic tests without the need of repeated specification of constant
parameters.

Pictures generated by the system as intermediate results are displayed to the user who
has to decide whether they are useful for further processing or to be rejected. In the latter
case, the system tries to find alternative subroutines. There are some cases where the system
automatically recognizes that the result of a subroutine has to be rejected. An example is
the case where an error code has been generated by a subroutine.

The full version of our pa.per will describe in more detail the three parts of the knowledge
base consisting of (1) a general strategy for problem solving by means of software packages,
(2) knowledge about image processing, and (3) knowledge about the SPIDER package. As
the three experts are represented by independent parts of the knowledge base, it is possible
to adapt our system to other image processing software packages by changing only the part
of the knowledge base that represents knowledge specific to the underlying software package.

In order to demonstrate the generality of our approach, we have developed a second
similar expert system for image processing based on the GIPSY package [4]. In contrast to
SPIDER which is a collection of independent and self-contained subroutines, GIPSY also
provides an image processing environment. For practical reasons it uses global variables
and other concepts at different levels of a sophisticated calling hierarchy. Thus it is not
a collection of modules with clean interfaces. Despite the rather complicated structure of
GIPSY, which differs significantly from SPIDER, most parts of the knowledge base of the
origina.l system, except the part that is specific to SPIDER, i.e. the SPIDER-expert, could
be adopted without changes.

Both the system for SPIDER and GIPSY have been implemented by means of Siemens
Nixdorf's expert system shell TWAICE on a UNIX machine and are in the stage of a pro-
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totype. The systems have been tested on several different image processing problems and
shown good performance.

In conclusion, our general approach of independent experts, i.e. parts of the knowledge
base, together with a general problem solving strategy leads to a general-purpose shell for
expert systems supporting the use of software modules from program. libraries. We expect
that such general shells will be a significant contribution to a more successful and profitable
use of scientific subroutine packages in future.
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Introduction

There has been considerable interest in recent years in the application of Artificial Intelligence
techniques to the numerical solution of PDEs. The work to date on such Knowledge-Based
(KB) PDE Solvers has tended to focus on the architecture and Al paradigms employed,
rather than on the fundamental issue of the knowledge to be encoded within the system.
Therefore, the application domains considered have been simplified and idealized mathe
matical models which are not representative of the types of models that arise in real-world
engineering problems. In this work we consider a realistic application domain from the out
set, rather than try to scale up a. system developed for a reduced domain to a more complex
domain.

This work is part of an on-going, long-term project to develop a sophisticated knowledge
based (KB) numerical simulation environment known as the Scientific Simulation Workbench
(SSW). Tbis system will be built upon PDEQSOL, a bigb level language for tbe solution of
PDEs. However with this system, along with other systems of this type, e.g., ELLPACK, a
familiarity with PDEs and the construction of numerical algorithms is assumed on the part
of the user. A prototype system, AI-DEQSOL, incorporating a knowledge-based front end to
overcome this restriction, has already been completed and reported upon. A practical system
based on this experience is now being developed. This paper reports on the development of
a. robust knowledge base for this system. The key points of the paper are:

• A realistic application domain is being focused on from the outset.

• Detailed consideration is being given to the contents of the Knowledge Base.

• Indices for characterizing the key features of a given problem are being investigated.

• The results of knowledge acquisition for this domain are presented.

• A library of algorithm sub-components construction problem is being developed.

• The knowledge base is implementation independent.
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Knowledge-Based Algorithm Construction

There are two distinct approaches to Knowledge-Based algorithm construction in a. PDE
solver. The first is to select from a library of complete and self-contained "black-box" type
algorithms. The other is to construct an algorithm from basic principles without the help
of a. priori knowledge for a. particular problem. In between these extremes is the approach
adopted here which is the construction of an algorithm from a library of pre-existing sub
components. Individual engineers tend to work within fairly specialized and clearly defined
domains. Within any such domain the number of PDEs of interest is fairly limited and are
well known, e.g., Navier-Stokes, advection-diffusion, Maxwell's equations, etc. Therefore,
there exists considerable prior knowledge a.bout the problem and possible solution algorithms.
Therefore, apart from the difficulty of developing a general purpose KB-PDE Solver working
from first principles, the reality is that very few users require such. dexterity. In order to
construct an efficient and robust algorithm, the system must characterize the given problem
and map this problem onto a suitable algorithm using the following prior knowledge:

• Phenomena-centered Knowledge (advection, inflow, sources, etc.). This makes use of
high-level, compiled knowledge acquired through experience with specific problems. It
also facilitates interaction with an engineering end-user. Examples are: for Rayleigh
numbers of > 103 upwinding is required for natural advection. In addition, an under
relaxation factor of 0.6 is required for such flows. For non-linear diffusion, an under
relaxation factor of 0.8 is optimal.

• Algorithm-centered Knowledge. This knowledge enables different possible algorithms
to be assessed. Examples are scaling properties, stability (Crank-Nicholson prone to
oscillations, etc.).

The knowledge acquisition approach being pursued is a combination of systematic nu
merical experimentation with representative problems and theoretical study of the issues
involved. Representative problems have been chosen for which either analytic solutions exist
or for which there are published numerical results, e.g., the Driven Cavity and the Thermal
Cavity. It is believed that such an approach will contribute to the robustness of the system.
A typical issue being investigated is the critical Rayleigh Number above, which upwinding
is required.
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The Application Domain and its Characterization

We must bound the application domain in such a manner tha.t the construction of a. KB-PDE
Solver is tractable from an Al perspective, but still interesting from an engineer one. For
the purposes of this work, we have focused on Finite Element analysis of 2D incompressible
fluid and heat flow including the effects of conduction and advection (forced and natural).
The indices being developed to characterize a. given engineering problem include:

• Physical phenomena (heat, fluid flow)
• Transient/Stationary analysis
• GeometryjTopology of domain
• Presence of sources
• Boundary conditions (Neumann, Dirichlet)

• Ratio of viscous to inertial effects
• Ratio of advection to diffusion effects
• Strength of non-linearity
• Stiffness

Stiffness of a system is particularly difficult to assess a priori, however, heuristics are
being developed to estimate it by studying the material parameters (e.g., ratio of largest to
smallest diffusivity) and the magnitudes of boundary fluxes, etc. The knowledge acquisition
is focused on relating these indices to the optimal combination of algorithm sub-components
a.s outlined in the next section.

Modularization and Assessment of Algorithms

The "degrees of freedom" within an algorithm which the KB system ha.s under its control
are determined by the flexibility of the underlying solver. They can be summarized as:

• Element Type (linear, qua.dra.tic, etc.).

• Non-Linear Expansion (Picard, Newton-Raphson).

• Time Expansion (implicit, explicit, e method).

• Coupled Equations (simultaneous, sequential solution).

• Matrix Solver {Gaussiao, Conjugate Gradient (CG).
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There are also a number of "of the shelf" algorithms for specific problems, e.g., SMAC,
penalty method for pure fluid flow. These can be combined with other components for
coupled problems.

The knowledge base encodes knowledge to assess the performance of the different options
with regard to specified criteria (accuracy, stability, computer resources, etc.). Typical issues
being investigated include:

• Trade-off between use of a fine linear mesh and a. coarse quadratic one.

• Trade-off between reduced number of iterations and increased amount of CPU time
per iteration for non-linear problems when quadratic elements are employed instead of
linear ones.

• Relative accuracy of Picard and Newton-Raphson iterations for non-linear problems. It
has been found that Newton-Raphson requires half the number of iterations as Picard
to achieve the same level of accuracy for diffusion problems.

• Sensitivity to round-off error. Bi-conjugate gradient has been found to be particularly
susceptible.

• The condition number of the system matrix is very sensitive to the aspect ratio of the
elements. For CG methods the number of iterations required to achieve convergence
is a (condition number1/ 2). A polynomial relationship has been found between the
aspect ratio and the number of iterations.

Conclusions

The development of a robust, high-level knowledge base for a practical KB-PDE Solver
has been described. This system has been targeted from the outset of real-world engineering
problems, rather than idealized or abstract mathematical problems. Great emphasis is being
placed on the quality of the kB. It is believed that this is vital to produce a genuinely
practical system. We have chosen a bounded but realistic domain and have proposed indices
to characterize problems within this domain. Extensive use is made of a priori knowledge
to relate these indices to appropriate a.lgorithms and to assess their performance. The
required knowledge is being elucidated in a systematic manner from numerical and theoretica.l
investigations.
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Abstract

Numerical progra.ms are difficult to use for people who were not involved in their
development. Knowledge necessary for the use of the pIOgra.m can be included in
a. user interface. Often, better approaches are possible when the user interlace has
the appropriate support. The user task can be modified BUch, tha.t less knowledge is
necessary. The remaining knowledge can be inserted in a. knowledge base, coupled to
the user interface, but the real improvement comes often from the fact tha.t a. good
user jnterfa.ce makes it possible to work in a. way which requires less knowledge. The
role of knowledge analysis and (cognitive) task analysis is indispensable.

Introduction

Many programs for numerical analysis ha.ve been developed initially by scientists for their own
use. The natural evolution of such programs is, that they disappear silently if they are not
successful or if they are usable only for a very limited domain. In other cases the programs
are enhanced and at a certain moment they become attractive for other users: students,
colleagues or clients of the company. This evolution is determined by the functionality of
the program, not by its usability. The term usability is used here in the sense

The capability in human functional terms to be used easily and effectively by
the specified range oj users, given specified training and user support, to fulfill
the specified range of ( ... ) scenarios. Usability is the result of objective and
subjective factors: usability has a multivariate causality; it is a user response to
the total conte:ct in which he is operating, to the benefits he hopes for and to the
costs he perceives [5].

From this description it is clear that a natural evolution of a program normally leads to
programs with a low usability. When the range of users changes, it would be a coincidence
when the new users would have the same tasks, knowledge and experience as the original
ones. It is characteristic for good programs, that people try to apply them for purposes which
tend to be just outside or at the boundary of the original application domain. FUrther new
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users have other experience and knowledge so that they cannot use the programs without
training and support.

People tend to forget how they have to work with a tool, when they use the tool in
frequently. The more one has to remember for the correct operation of the tool, the more
complex the knowledge is, the less the chance that the user will easily work with the tool
after some time.

New users of a program have often a different view of the program than the developers.
They have different problems in mind. The developers may have thought in terms of math
ematical equations, numerical algorithms, data files and programming languages. The next
generation of users work, for instance, on physical or statistical problems. For instance, a.
computer program which solves the Navier Stokes Equation for a incompressible fluid can be
considered as a specification of a physical model, a numerical algorithm, a 'black box' which
converts input files to output files. This is typically a view of a program developer. Another
view is to consider the progra.m as a. tool to predict flows under certain circumstances or to
convert a description of a physical situation and boundary condition to a flow field.

Although in both cases the utility of the program will be appropriate, the second situation
imposes higher requirements to the usa.bility. The usa.bility is most important in the user
interface and in the supporting functions. While the specifications for a program. are derived
from a problem definition and analysis of functional requirements, the specification of the
user interface and supporting functions have to be derived from:

• the user profiles

• the user tasks

• the knowledge and mental model of the users

• the experience and expectation of the users

• the knowledge necessary to use the program

• the knowledge necessary to obtain a description of the problem in terms which can be
handled by the program.

A good guideline in the development of user interfaces of programs is, that the user
interface should match the problem domain of the user. If the user thinks in terms of a
geographical a.rea, the user interface should present the information in the format of a map
and the users should interact with the map on the screen when they enter geographical. data.
The user interface should not ask for e.g. coordinates or names of towns. So the objective
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should be that the 'cognitive distance' between the problem domain of the user and the user
interface should be minimized.

Another objective is, that the amount of information presented to the users and entered
by the user should be as small as possible. Redundant information which can be inferred
from other data should be asked by the user interface. Information should be asked such in
a representation which is easy for the user to understand and to enter. Also the presentation
of the data should be so, that it can be easily understood.

In this paper some examples are considered of user interfaces which have been built for
numerical programs. The first one is a program which executes tidal analysis and builds a
mathematical model for the tide. The second one is a system which simulates the transport
of pollution in a river or in the sea. In both cases a certain development process had to be
followed in order to build the user interface. The next section gives a short description of
this process.

The Development Process of Knowledge Based User
Interfaces

The development of a user interface can be done in the following process [6]:

1. Analysis of the requirements (preferably with some mock-up of the user interface to
illustrate the ideas)

• definition of requirements

• feasibility study

• validation of the requirements

• decision to start the development process or to try other solutions

2. Detailed analysis

• knowledge analysis of expert users

• determination of user groups and user profiles

• task analysis of all user groups

• functional specification and cost estimation

• test plan
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• decision to continue or stop

3. Restructuring

• restructuring of the application

• redesign. of the user task and dialogue

• redesign of the user interface

4. Implementa.tion

• reengineering of the a.pplication

• generation of the user interface

• coding of support functions and data (including rule bases)

• integration

• test

5. Evaluation

The development of user interfaces is nearly always expensive. The decision to go on
or to stop should be made explicitly, as soon as the necessary information about feasibility
and costs are available. Knowledge analysis, in the same way as is done for expert systems,
appears to be very effective as a first step in the cognitive task analysis [3]. A good knowledge
acquisition phase has the secondary effect that the (expert) users involved have to think in
another way about their program. This may lead. to a. better way of working [7]. An
important point is that the implementation of a new user interface for an existing program
often makes it necessary to modify the programs. In some cases the old user interface has
to be extracted from the program with reverse engineering techniques [9].

GETIJSYS

At Delft Hydraulics the program GETIJSYS has been developed for the analysis of the
tide. The objective of the program is to build a mathematical model which describes the
time variation of the water level. The mathematical model of the tide is used afterwards
to calculate tidal tables, to define boundary conditions for water flow models in sea. and to
find extreme water levels for e.g. the design of dikes, drilling platforms or harbors. This
mathematical model is calibrated and validated with measured data. of water levels over
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some time period. The preparation of input, the use of the program and the interpretation
of the output and subsequently to improvement of the mathematical model, were rather
complicated. It was very difficult for a novice user to use the program in a sensible way and
obtain useful results, without an extensive support of an expert. The objectives of the user
interface was to bring all necessary knowledge about the program in some kind of expert
system. During the task analysis it appeared that a more efficient task execution would
become possible, when the appropriate support was available. Instead of error-prevention
(which required much knowledge) the emphasis of the task is now on error-correction. This
requires the visibility of errors and a fast turn around time of the error correction cycle.

The new user interface makes a different task execution possible. The user task for the
original program has become obsolete. The structure of the knowledge needed to execute the
task has not changed much. The most important change is that some knowledge which was
necessary in the old situation, has become obsolete: the user interface does some analysis
and provides the user with information which makes it unnecessary to remember all kind of
rules and to make all kinds of checks. This means that the task execution changed rather
radically but that the main knowledge structure remained stable. The way in which this
knowledge is applied may be different in the new user interface. This support the approach
to start the development of such user interfaces with a. knowledge analysis instead. of a task
analysis, as is done in most methods for user interface development [2].

The most important issues in the new user interface of GETIJSYS are now the visibility
of weaknesses in the model of the tide, the recommendations for improvement and support
to modify the tide model efficiently.

Other User Interfaces for Numerical Programs

Other programs for which user interfaces have been developed are

• grid generators

• water quality programs.

In the first case the emphasis is on the possibilities for the user to manipulate grid points
and to visualize the grid. In the case of the water quality programs a set of several programs
and data files (databases) had to be made available for clients of the company. The different
programs had to be integrated, such that they can work with the data or that one programs
produces data which is suited for another program. Further the operation of the different
programs had to be integrated.
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An analysis of the user profiles and tasks appeared to be very effective to make sure, that
the future users would accept the system and to give them confidence in the developers. The
knowledge analysis appeared useful to identify logical discrepancies between the different
components of the system, such as differences in terminology. Also the logical structuring of
the data was one of the products of the knowledge acquisition phase.

Conclusion

Working with complex (numerical) programs can be improved with a good knowledge-based
user interface. The fact that the user interface is 'knowledge based' does not necessarily
mean that it is some kind of expert system, but that it is developed form a knowledge
analysis. Cognitive task analysis as used in the domain of ergonomy [2] and knowledge
analysis techniques such described by Hickman [3] or Nijssen and Halpin [4) are suitable
for the analysis phase of the user interface development. The emphasis should be on task
restructuring and the reduction of knowledge necessary to execute the task. The analysis
of the knowledge needed for the use of the program gives a suitable starting point for the
specification of the new user task.
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The finite element method is a. numerical method well-adapted to the solution of complex,
large scale engineering problems which involve various kinds of data, very different in nature
(physical properties, geometrical data, numerical parameters, etc.) . In using this method,
experience (often empirically acquired) plays an important role, which is seldom coded in
programs or expressed in algorithms. Consequently, for practical computations performed in
a conventional manner (i.e. with declarative language like C or FORTRAN), the complete
resolution process may easily involve several simulations on a trial-and-error basis.

It is well-known that for generic problem solving method with difficult-to-express prob
lems, large scale dynamic data and uncertain knowledge, knowledge-based system is an
efficient alternative to conventional data representation (Martin and Oxman 1988). Such
an approach has already been used successfully in the early stage of product/process design
(Grierson aod Cameron 1988, Beltramini aod Motard 1988). It is possible to go a step
further than the simple design definition stage and use a knowledge-based approach for the
simulation itself. The aim of this paper is to report on our experience in developing an expert
system prototype to monitor the complete finite element simula.tion procedure (preparation
of data structure and diagnostics). This prototype was built around our 2D finite element
simulation package POLY2DTM and tested in the context of 2D incompressible viscous fluid
flow in complex geometry.

In a finite element simulation, the human operator or expert, is usually in charge of all
steps of the simulation process, namely:

- the mesh generation;

- the selection of an element (choice of approximations);

- the imposition of the boundary conditions;

- the specification of the rheology and material properties;

- the choice of the resolution method;
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- the prescription of the numerical parametersj

- the analysis of the algorithm numerical behavior (convergence)j

- and finally, the analysis of the results.

This involves simultaneously the use of well-established algorithms and a good deal of
practical experience. In the present work, a mixed approach based on traditional declarative
computation and expert system, was adopted to develop the prototype expert assistant shell.

iFrom a practical standpoint, the NEURON DATA Nexpert ObjectTM expert system
shell was selected as the development environment and over 200 rules were entered in the
knowledge base. Two computer platforms were used for the work, namely a 386 microcom
puter for Nexpert and an HP/ Apollo DN3500 workstation for the simulation. The transfer
of data between the two platforms was ensured through an interface written in C. The expert
assistant control was divided in several steps. Due to the knowledge structure used by the
human expert, the initial knowledge base was also segmented in several smaller ones, each
refering to the knowledge of a particular step (ex: mesh generation). This strategy was
found more efficient for the two following reasons:

- it follows closely the usual way of doing, and therefore is easier to use by a non-

- it reduces the set of rules used at any time by the prototype.

This assistant system has successfully been tested with the finite element code POLY2D.
It acts as a consultant, giving advice to the user on the best way to define the problem (mesh,
boundary conditions, numerical parameters, etc.) and analyzing the algorithm behavior dur
ing the resolution. The expert assistant showed good skills in detecting possible simulation
parameter definition errors and in results analysis. Due to its satisfactory performance, it
also proved useful in a tutoring mode.

The presentation will focus on the structure, implementation and capabilities of the
expert assistant. Some idea.s about possible future developments will also be given.
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Our goal is the integration of scientific computation and intelligent object-oriented tech
niques to obtain powerful tools which can be used for the successful development of scientific
expert systems, i.e. systems which provide expertise in the choice of algorithms within a
particular problem domain and genera.te reliable, robust and maximally accurate results of
full integrity. The need for such scientific expert systems is increasing significantly [ABEL
89, RUBE 89J. Through this study we want to identify general principles which must be
taken into account both concerning the computational aspects, such as automatic validation
of the results (see 1.), and aspects of programming methodology, especially with respect to
classification and inheritance (see 2.). The usefulness and power of such intelligent object
oriented scientific expert systems will be tested on a prototype which will be developed
for the problem domain of multivariate rational data fitting [CUVE 92]. A more detailed
description of this prototype is given in 3.

Scientific Computation

Although computers were historically developed for scientific computation, extensive interest
in the subject of computer arithmetic has mostly developed in the early eighties, yielding
some important improvements in the accuracy of floa.ting-point computations. Two IEEE
floating-point standards were agreed upon [GOLD 91] in order to formalize the representation
of the floating-point numbers z C z and the implementation of the basic floating-point
opera.tions. However, many computations in numerical algorithms are carried out in product
spaces (vectors, matrices, ...). The arithmetic operations in these spaces are traditionally
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performed in terms of the given elementary floating-point operations in z. It is well-known
that the computational error due to the accumulation of rounding errors of each of the
basic floating-point operations can become quite large. Therefore, a new definition of the
operations in the product spaces which overcomes this shortcoming, is given in [KUMI 81).
It is proven there that to implement the operations in all the product spaces according to
the new definition, the set of basic operations in the IEEE standard has to be extended with
the scalar product for vectors.

The advantages of highly accurate computations can be combined with interval arithmetic
to obtain self-validating numerical methods. Interval. arithmetic is the only computational.
tool so far available that incorporates guarantees as part of the basic computational process.
Interval arithmetic which has been around for a long time has often been criticized since
its naive use may deliver bounds which are unreasonably large and thus do not contain
much information about the solution of the problem. IT one combines interval computation,
the process of defect correction (ULWO 89] and the optimal. scalar product this criticism is
superseded. In this approach the role of the optimal. scalar product is again crucial.

Intelligent Object-Oriented Techniques

There are several. concepts and principles underlying object-oriented programming: the con
cept of class or abstract data type, inheritance, overloading which is closely linked with the
principle of dynamic binding and many others. We have mentioned these three since it is
mainly these which will be put to good use when implementing a scientific expert system
{WOLF 92]. For a specific problem domain, usually different problem types can be identi
fied, and with each problem type appropriate algorithms can. be associated. The translation
of this classification in an object-oriented programming language can thus easily be done.
Indeed, each problem type can be implemented as a class, where the algorithms to solve that
type of problem are encapsulated within the class. As such, each class certainly defines a
method to "solve". The implementation of the solve-method in the class C1 is the algorithm
to solve the problem of type C1, whereas the implementation of the solve-method in class
C2 will be the algorithm to solve problems of type C2• This classification and the partial.
order between the different problem classes is closely related to the particular problem. The
overloading of the method name solve can be resolved through dynamic binding. How
ever, for numeric computations the default dynamic binding mechanism must be carefully
examined. Indeed, it may be the case that although a particular problem belongs to class
C1 the solve·method in the superclass of eb instead of in C1 itself, should be applied for
reasons of stability and reliability. In traditional object-oriented programming languages all
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local methods have a priority higher than that of methods inherited from superclasses. The
overloading of methods should be conditional on the performance of the algorithms for the
particular data. The principles of object-orientation also allow to improve the programming
methodology. Indeed, if more optimal algorithms or data structures can be developed for a
particular class, only the implementation within that class needs to be modified, while the
rest of the program remains unchanged.

Prototype Scientific Expert System

In order to demonstrate the power of intelligent object-oriented scientific expert systems,
a prototype will be developed for the problem domain of multivariate rational data fitting
[CUVE 92].

It i, our goal to combine in the prototype the philo,ophy of the XSC-languages (eXten
sions for Scientific Computation) with the power of object-orientation, including an interface
to logic or functional programming languages to allow the implementation of intelligent rea.
soning. Moreover, the prototype should exhibit a certain '1ault tolerance" in the sense that
the brain of the expert system should be able to deal with faults without producing nonsense
as output [BEJA 90, p.12]. A kind of uncertainty or fuzzyoes, can probably be dealt with by
using interval arithmetic. Allow us to remark that also in the human brain a neuron is only
activated when the input to the neuron body exceed, a certain threshold [BEJA 90, p. 7].
As long as the activating input remains within a certain interval, the neuron is inactive. This
programming style exhibits a natural gracefulness that is lacking in traditional programs.

The practical realization of the prototype intelligent object-oriented scientific expert sys
tem can be pictured as follows. The expertise is presented to the expert system in the form of
a collection of problem-domain specific numerical routines, e.g. in C++, which are structured
in a class hierarchy. Starting from these routines, the prototype should be a.ble to

1. extract the class hierarchy from the source files and depict it graphically on the screen
with some additional information;

2. build a decision tree equiped with the necessary tests for the classification of real-life
data. (creating an instance of a class in the above hierarchy);

3. construct a knowledge base a.nd an inference engine to conclude for the correct nu
merical procedure; note that, because of the way the expertise is presented to the
expert system, this knowledge base is constructed dynamicallYi the expert system has
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to learn from the expertise presented to it and will adapt its knowledge base whenever
the expertise is upgraded;

4. take into account possible unstable behaviour of the suggested numerical. procedure
or large perturbations in the input data; as a result choose a numerical. technique
from a. superclass instead of a more specific class, overruling the classical inheritance
mechanism;

5. build the call to the selected. numerical procedure and test for availability and consis
tency of a.ll the input data;

6. provide a (sort of natural language) user interface prompting for lacking info or input
and explaining decisions upon requestj
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Qualitative Rule Formation Through Numeric
Data Analysis

(Extended Abstract)

Z. Chen
Dept. of Math and Computer Science

University of Nebraska at Omaha
Omaha, NE 68182-0243

Introduction

In order to find the relationship in complex data. involving multiple variables, we may apply
the idea of qualitative reasoning as discussed in artificial intelligence. The based idea here
is to convert continuous data into discrete data (eg., through clustering) so that qualitative
rules can be constructed. In this pa.per we propose a. method of compressing data. to establish
relationship between the dependent variable and other variables. Qualitative rules can be
constructed and then stored in & knowledge base. This also facilitates automated knowledge
acquisition.

In this paper we consider complex data which involve a. variable Y and other variables
Xl, X2, ••• ,Xn (n maya. relative large number, ego 100). The variables are associated through
parameter t:

Y = Yet),'"~ =".(t), .. . ,". =".(t).

Observational data have been collected. We will call Y a variable dependent on Xl, :Z:2, ••• , X""

but this does not necessarily imply causal relationship. Another note should be made here
is that we do not assume all xi's (i = 1,2, .. " n) are independent to each other.

Lebesque Discretization for Dependent Variable

For the function
Y = yet),

instead of discretize t into subsections, we discretize Y into subsections

y = (Y,., Y" ...,Y,,).
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All x~s are also dissected, but they are dissected not in the same way as for Y j instead,
they are dissected according to the intervals of t determined by Lebesque discretization on
Y.

An intuitive explanation of discretization in this manner is that, starting from the result
of the dependent variable, we are looking for the reasons which contribute to the result by
examining the values of other variables.

The discretization process can be depicted by an example in Figure 1, where the left
figure depicts Lebesque discretization on Y, and the right figure depicts the discretization
on a variable Xl. To simplify our discussion, for the time being, we assume that the values
of Yare divided into four intervals, each has the same length, namely, [1'0, Yi) = [Yi, Yi) =
(Y" Y,) = [Y" Y.,J. In reality, the interval of Y is determined by how to cluster the values of
Y in terms of other variables (as to be briefly mentioned in a later section).

The way of dissection on Y is called Lebesque discretization due to the similar way of
doing dissection in integral:

Y = Jf(x)dx,

instead of dividing x axis into subsections (as in classical Riemann integral), y axis is dissected
into subsections.

Note that either Y or any of Xi is not necessarily a continuous function of tj but for
convenience, we will treat them as continuous functions, so that they can be represented
usmg curves.

For all observations collected in kth interval obtained through Lebesque discretization,
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our task is to determine the relationship between variables

and summarize the result in terms of "if ... thenll type production rules.
Back to the example in Figure 1, comparing the figure in the left and the one in the right

in Figure 1, we notice that when Y falls in [1';,1'3), t falls in [tb t2) and [ta, t 4)i that is, we
find values of t from the values of Y. Furthermore, from intervals of t determined in this
manner, we can determine the correspondent ranges for each variable xi(i = 1,2, ... , n). For
instance, for variable Xl, interval [tIl t2) determines the range [X11' Xh), while interval [ta, t4)
determines the range [Xh,XI,). Associating the intervals for variable Xl and the dependent
variable Y, we may end up with the following rule:

If Y is in {Y2, Y9}, then the associated values for variable xl is in {x11, x12} or
[xI3, x14J.

Forming Qualitative Rules

There may be many sets of observation data; what we are interested is the general relation
ship between Y and a variable Xi, rather than the relationship on any particular set of data
between them. Also note that a variable Xi mayor may not have significant contribution to
Y. A rule of thumb for determining that a variable Xi may have a significant contribution
for Y is that there is consistent relationship between Y and Xi over all sets of observation
data. On the other hand, if such kind of consistency does not exist, that particular variable
Xi should be discarded in the further analysis.

The above discussion also explains why we are in favor of capturing result of data analysis
in terms of qualitative reasoning.

Qualitative reasoning was first successfully used for qualitative physics (Kuipers 1986),
but its application goes beyond that, because in many areas of natural. and social sciences,
we have only qualitative knowledge about behavior (Iwasaki, 1989).

In fact, observational data usually fluctuate, while what we are really interested is the
intrinsic association (a kind of invariance) among the variables. A qualitative description for
such kind of this relationship is more stable and useful than a quantitative (numeric) one.
Note that this is not to say that numeric analysis is not importantj on the contrary, a good
numeric analysis using some mathematical. or statistical software is the base for any valid
qualitative reasoning.
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Back to our original example in Figure 1, we notice that 11'2, l'3) is the middle cluster for
Y, [XlllXl~) is the low cluster of Xl' and [Xh,Xl,) is the high cluster of Xl. The production
rule obtained in the previous section can then be rewritten in qualitative reasoning form.:

If Y is in the middle, then the associated values of xl are either low or high.

This rule implies that the middle value of Y is associated with two extremes of variable Xl

(that is, both low or high values of Xl may contribute to the middle value of V).
Qualitative rules constructed in this manner can be added to a. domain knowledge base,

thus automating knowledge acquisition process. There may be a. need to check whether such
acquired rules are consistent to the overall knowledge base; but this is not an issue to be
addressed in this paper.

Entropy Data Analysis: A Case Study

The qualitative rules can only be constructed in combination with numeric data analysis
over the observational data sets. This includes to determine the best way of clustering the
values of dependent variable Y in regard to other variables (namely, x/s). The data analysis
can be carried out by using existing mathematical or statistical software, or developing your
own.

The software we have experienced is based on entropy data analysis (sometimes called
K-system analysis) (Jones 1985, 1986). It finds the factors that control and describe the
behavior of the data. (a factor, also called a substate, is a. subset of variables each having its
own values), thus reconstructing systems at the factor level.

Summary

The approach we have taken can be summarized below.
1. Perform Lebesque discretization on dependent variable, and dissect values of other

variables using mathematical/statistical software (or computer program).
2. Form. qualitative reasoning rules and add them into knowledge base.
Although there have been more and more discussion on the issue of coupling numeric

computation and symbolic reasoning (eg. Kowalik 1985, Kitzmiller and Kowalik 1987, Fitch
1990), in many cases, the coupling is domain-dependent. In this paper, we have introduced
an approach general enough to deal with a class of complex data which may fall in many
different application domains. The paper by Abelson et al. discussed the development of
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intelligent techniques appropriate for the automatic preparation, execution, and control of
numerical experiments, and the tools that autonomously prepare simulation experiments
from high-level specifications of physical models. In contrast to that paper, the pwpose of
our work is how to capture, explain and incorporate the results of scientific computing (by
developing math or statistic programs or using existing software) into knowledge bases.

The contribution (or significance) of this approach can be justified from the considera
tion of knowledge acquisition and automated knowledge base construction. The numerical
computation process can thus be coupled with symbolic reasoning.
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Automated Synthesis of FEA Programs
(An Extended Abstract)

Naveen Sharma and Paul S. Wang'
Institute for Computational Mathematics

Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
Kent State University

Kent, OR 44240

A combined symbolic-numeric approach to solve mathematical models on high perfor
mance computers is presented. Boundary and initial value partial differential equations
(PDEs) frequently arise in many engineering and scientific applications. The solution of
such models, however, is not trivial and sophisticated numerical methods are often required.
Traditionally large software systems have been developed. in Fortran to solve such models,
such systems provide facilities for frequently used cases. These "cannedrt packages can not
be used where new formulations, new solution procedures, or parallel execution is required.

We describe the design and development of PIER problem solving environment for math
ematical modeling. Rather than programming in a conventional programming language, the
modeler expresses the solution steps directly in textbook-style and the system automatically
creates numerical solution procedures. Our emphasis is on the finite element analysis (FEA)
method of solution although the techniques developed here are applicable for other methods
of solution. Existing FEA packages are typically very large volumes of Fortran code. Not
all sections of the FEA package need to be changed as one adapts the package to solve new
models or to use a different element approximation. Also, some sections of the code are not
amenable to useful parallelism. For these reasons, PIER handles only those FEA solution
steps that are computation-intensive and are problem-formulation dependent. Such steps are
referred to as the key FEA solution steps. Automatically generated codes for key steps are
interfaced with other fixed parts of the FEA package. Figure 1 overviews our approach.

The major design goals for PIER are the following.

1. Provide a set of architecture-independent input specifications.

2. Automatically generate sequential and parallel programs to compile and execute on
high-performance computers.

lWork reported herein has been supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant NSF
CDA-9211137
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Figure 1: Overview of approach

PIER offers very high-level input specifications that can be used to describe FEA s0

lution steps as well as numerica.l algorithms. The input specifications support high-level
statements for discretized mesh, element, nodal properties, symbolic derivations for element
shape functions and element equations, compact storage schemes for data arrays, and gen
eration of sequential or parallel code. The numerical. algorithms are specified in terms of
numerical components (known as p-OPERATIONs) available in PIER knowledge-base. A
p-OPERATION represents a well-defined symbolic or numerical computations required in a.
FEA solution step. p-OPERATIONs and regular F77 syntax can he intermixed the express
numerical algorithms for FEA solution steps. The programming model is shown in Figure 2.

A p-MODULE is a straight-line' sequence of p-OPERATIONs. Tbis mechanism helps
identify the p-OPERATION-Ievel parallelism. A p-METHOD represents a numerical algo
rithm and it is a composition of F77 statements, calls to p-MODULEs, and p~OPERATIONs.

PIER code generation comprises - parsing, definition, and program synthesis phases.
The parsing phase recognizes and translates input statements into internal Common Lisp
functions. Symbolic derivation of element formulation and definition of input/output data
structures, mesh, etc. take place in the definition phase. Element shape functions and
other quantities needed for element equations are derived here. PIER employs MAIXMA

INo control sequence is involved.
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Figure 2: The programming model

for symbolic mathematical computations.
In PIER the FEA program' are ,ynthesized by the method of composition of program

components. p-OPERATION, (in PIER knowledge-base), p-MODULE, (u'er-defined),
and the p~METHOD (user-defined) represent program components in a numerical algo
rithm. The code generator incrementally transforms these statements into semantically
equivalent pieces of code and combines these pieces to form FEA programs. Internally p
MODULE, and p-OPERATION, are represented as jlowgraph. The graph-based approach
makes it easier to generate code for multiple target architectures. A p-OPERATION pro
duces a. piece ofF77 code. Such pieces are composed to form F77 subroutine(s) representing a
p-MODULE. The compo,ition obey, the partial order depicted by p-MODULE definition.
All the generated code at this stage is in Common Lisp forma, the Gencray translator is
called to translate the Common Lisp forms into equivalent F77 statements.

Currently, we are applying the techniques developed in our research to numerical solution
of the problems in liquid crystal physics. The overall problem is to compute the equilibrium
configurations of liquid crystal materials in a finite containment subject to boundary condi
tions and the effect of applied electric and magnetic fields. The equilibrium. stage is achieved
by minimizing the free energy of the system. The free energy is approximated by a PDE
based mathematical model known as Landau-de Gennes Free Energy model. This minimiza
tion problem lends itself naturally to the finite element formulation. We are using various
2-D and 3-D elements (like tetrahedrals) to discretize the solution region and iterative numer
ical algorithms to solve the system of equations. Experiments with with two different FEA
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computational schemes (element-by-element and traditional assembly approaches) are being
carried out. So far, the target computer is Sequent Balance shared-memory multiprocessor.
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Domain Decomposition Method Based on AI and
Perturbation for PDEs

(Abstract)

Peiyuan Li and Richard L. Peskin'
CAIP Parallel Computing Laboratory

Rutgers University
Piscataway, NJ 08855-139

Domain decomposition for partial differential equations(PDEs) presented in this paper is
implemented with singular perturbation analysis and artificial intelligence techniques. The
programming work is accomplished in a symbolic programming environment.

Based on singular perturbation analysis of nonlinear PDEs, we can get an approximate
solution of the equation, constructed from a solution of the reduced equation associated with
the given nonlinear PDE, and correction terms. By applying the above methods, the domain
decomposition method for PDEs can be developed. In this paper only elliptic equations are
discussed.

The first step is solving the reduced equation associated with an elliptic equation. A
general elliptic equation in 2-D can be described as follows,

au au 2
alex, y, u) ax + a2(x, Y, u) ax + h(x,y, u) = c"V u, (x, y) m 0,

u(x,y,<) = <p (x,y) on r = an.
The associated reduced equation is,

au au
a,(x, y, u) ax +a,(x, y, u) ax + hex, y, u) = 0, (x, y) In n,

which is a quasilinear first order PDE. For the reduced equation, we cannot have a solution
satisfying the complete boundary condition, only a solution which satisfies the given bound·
ary condition along portions of r. With the method of characteristics for solving the first
order PDE, we obtain the first order system,

ITbis research was sponsored by National Science Foundation grants ECS-9110424 and IRl-9116588.
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dy
ds = a2(X, y, U),

du
ds = -hex, Y, u),

with initial conditions at s = 0 given as z = zCT), Y= yCT) and u = uCT). This first order
system is solved in MAPLE, a. symbolic computation system. In MAPLE, with the method
of elimination, a third order ordinary differential equation(ODE) results from the first order
system. If this ODE is linear, it can be directly solved in MAPLE. However if it is nonlinear
it may be solved only under certain circumstances. That is, the nonlinear ordinary equation
is of the form F(x', xu, XIII) = 0 which can be transformed to a lower order ODE then solved
in the symbolic computation system. If the coefficient terms in a reduced equation are not
functions of u, the reduced equation become a linear first order PDE. Solving the linear PDE
in MAPLE is much simpler than a quasilinear one.

With Uo, the solutions of the reduced equation, we can partition the domain into a set
of subdomains. Among all possible partitions we are only interested in the stable partitions
with which 'U, the solution of the elliptic PDE is approximated in every subdomains by 'Uo
and is convergent to 'Uo on c.

Certain conditions required by convergence have to be imposed on such solutions. IT we
assume the region n in 2-D is described by a function F(x,y) in the sense that F(x,y) < o.
Then we set

8F(z,y) 8FCz,y)
1'Cz,y) = at(z,y,uo(z,y)) +a,Cz,y,uoCz,y)) .

z y

The main aspect of these conditions can be simply described:

If "Y(x,y) ~ 0 in subsets of r , a solution 'U exhibits boundary layer behavior along the
portions of r.

If "Y(x, y) < 0 in subsets of r, 'Uo must satisfy the given boundary data along the portions
of r.

An analysis system based on artificial intelligence techniques is developed to search stable
partitions of domain. In the system, a set of rules is built based on conditions of stable
partition. In the system we can search all the possible stable partitions as well as determine
the associated boundary and interior layers.
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A New Search Method in Domain
Decomposition for ODEs

(Abstract)

Peiyuan. Li and Richard L. Peskinl

CAIP Parallel Computing Laboratory
Rutgers University

Piscataway, NJ 08855-139

Using singular perturbation and artificial. intelligence techniques in domain decomposition
for ordinary differential equations(ODEs) has proven to be a. successful method. In this
method the analysis is accomplished in two steps.

A second order ODE can be described as follows,

<l'y
edt' - h(t,y), a<t<b,

y(a,e) A,

y(b,e) - B.

The associated reduced equation is defined by setting e = O.

0= h(t, u), a < t < b,

(I)

(2)
(3)

(4)

and solutions of the reduced equation will be denoted as u(t).
The first step is solving the reduced equa.tion and gaining stable ranges. In each stable

range, y(t,e), the solution of the given ODE is approximated by u(t), the solutions of the
associated reduced equation and correction terms and is convergent to u(t) on e. This step
is implemented in MAPLE, a symbolic computation system.

The second step is searching for a stable partition from all possible partitions of the
domain in which all subdomains are stable, as well as determining certain connectors(la.yers),
between subdomains or boundary and subdomain, that satisfy some conditions required
by convergence. Russo has developed a. system which uses artificial intelligence planing
techniques to generate a stable partition. In this paper we present a more efficient and
direct search method.

In the new method we define a search space which is stretched on the reduced solutions.
The space is represented by a B-tree. This tree consists of three parts:

IThis research was sponsored by National Science Foundation grants EC5--9110424 and IRl- 9116558.
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node A node in the tree has n - 1 children except the root, if the corresponding reduced
equation has n reduced solutions. In general a node in the tree contains six fields, each
of which stores some useful information respectively: a. parent number, a. connector,
a. stable range, a parameter of local criterion, a parameter of reduced solution and a
marker.

root The top node of the tree corresponds to an end of boundary, and the starting position
of a search. The root has n children if the corresponding reduced equation has n
reduced solutions.

edge The edge between a parent node and a child node corresponds to a parameter of the
reduced solution. So a part of branch of the tree composed of an edge incident upon a.
node , the node and an edge exiting from the node, indicates that the connector in the
node joins the two reduced solutions labeled by the two parameters on the two edges.

The object of the search is to construct an acceptable path that traverses the space from
an end of a boundary to another end of the boundary. In the program the path is expressed
in terms of a. linked list which consists of a sequence of nodes.

Searching a path in a reduced space, that is searching a branch in a tree, has to use a
set of rules. Russo designed F-rules for a. planner based on conditions of stable partition. A
lightly modified set of rules is used in the tree search. Two search strategies, DFS search
and backtrack, are used in the search process.

The second aspect is accomplished in Smalltalk, an object oriented programming envi
ronment.
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Object Oriented Mathematical Programming and
Symbolic/Numeric Interface

(Extended Abstract)

Larry Lambe' and Richard Luczak
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science

Kent State University
Kent, OR 44240

Many problems of interest to engineers and scientists involve the use of numeric libraries.
It could be helpful and convenient if the output of numerical routines could be processed
directly in a. symbolic computational environment. In addition, it could be convenient or
revealing if systems could be prepared for numeric processing in a. symbolic computational
environment.

Axiom (formerly called Scratchpad), is a. language based on the notions of "domains"
and "categories". Using the Axiom System, a. very high level of consistent mathematical
representa.tion can be quickly obtained. The language supports object oriented paradigms
and polymorphism and has a compiler. While the compiler provides a way to produce
efficient procedures, there is still a desire to take advantage of the work done by others (e.g.,
the NAG Numeric Library, or personallibrarics, etc.).

The main concepts (categories, domains, and packages) of the Axiom language will be
described and a few simple examples of Axiom programming will be presented.

It will be shown how one can interface with external programs in Axiom using a variety
of simple methods. For example, an interface to the NAG numeric library and graphics
facilities will be covered in detail. Once done, the interface becomes invisible and convenient
to the user.

Specifically, one can use the NAG FORTRAN library function DOIAKF for numerical
integration to produce an Axiom package with "signature"

nagNumericLibrarylntegrate: (EXPR SF, L L SF, SF) -+ L SF

where SF denotes the domain SmallFloat (all double precision floating point numbers),
EXPR SF denotes the domain "Expression SmallFloat" (all expressions with SmallFloat
coefficients), L SF denotes the domain of "List SmallFloat" (all lists of SmallFloats), and L L
SF denotes all lists of lists of SmallFloats. By this we mean that nagNumericLibraryIntegrate
is a function of three variables, ex, listIntervals, and to which returns a list of double precision
numbers. The expression ex represents some function lex) to be integrated, listIntervals is

Ipartially supported by grant No. CCF-9207241.
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a list of two element lists [ai, bi] representing intervals over which ex is to be integrated and
tol is a tolerance for the precision. The value returned is

[f f(z)dx, ..·,t f(z)dx]

Using a sequence of such lists of numbers (based on refinements of a partition of the interval
[a, b], for example), we can use the Axiom system to produce a sequence of polynomial
approximations to the integral. Using graphical facilities, we can get a fair idea of how the
approximations are behaving as we increase the mesh.
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Task Structure: A Vocabulary for Integrating
Numerical Methods and Knowledge-based Systems

Ananthapadmanaban Sundaram, James K. McDowell and Martin C. Hawley
Composite M.terials and Structures Center and AI/KBS L.b

Research Complex - Engineering
Michigan St.te University

East Lansing, MI 48824-1326

Often Expert Systems (ES) or Knowledge-based Systems (KBS) are described in terms
of their implementation details, namely rules, frames or objects. Though important, imple
mentation details are not at the right level of description appropriate for systems design. If
the complex problem solving activities captured in such systems can be viewed as a type
of information processing task then an alternative vocabulary is possible (and useful) for
such descriptions. This alternative vocabulary is called Task Analysis and the resulting
description of a KBS is referred to as a Task Structure.

The task structure for a problem solving system illustrates what tasks the KBS performs
and how such tasks are broken down into subtasks. For each subtask, a method is identified
that when performed will satisfy the goals of the subtask. The method represents a miniature
knowledge-based problem solver. Each method contains a specific knowledge representation
and inference strategy for performing the necessary problem solving. The ubiquity of cer
tain combinations of knowledge representation and inference strategy packages appearing
across activities and across domains gave rise to the Generic Task (GT) Theory of KBS.
Task analysis, with it's task/sub-task/knowledge-based method/knowledge+inference orga
nization offers a descriptive language for KBS that facilitates design of such systems and
their subsequent understanding.

Rarely are problem solving activities in engineering exclusively symbolic. Often sophis
ticated numerical computations are necessary for engineering design and operations. The
integration of numerical computation and KBS continues to be an important area of re
search. Many integration efforts have focused on implementation aspects between KBS and
other software, for example, can the rule-base be called from the computation code or can
the KBS access a properties database? This type of integration does not emphasize problem
solving system design. If both numerical methods and KBS could be described using the
same vocabulary then a medium for integration at the problem solving system design level
would be possible.

This raises the issue as to whether Task Analysis can be used to describe numerical
computational systems in the same manner as a KBS? Our initial explorations indicate that
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Task Analysis vocabulary can be slightly modified and be used to represent numeric computa
tions. For numeric computations, the description takes on the form task/sub-task/numerical
method/numerical information+numerical computation. Since the same vocabulary can be
used to describe both knowledge-based problem solving and numerical problem solving, the
Task Structure represents a medium for integrating knowledge-based systems and numerical
computation.

Many physical systems in engineering both static and dynamic can be described quanti
tatively in terms of a set of differential equations which express implicitly the nature of the
system variables in terms of independent variables of space and time. Such a description
most often forms an essential part of a larger problem solving architecture (possibly involving
KBS). This type of computational scenario will be used as a demonstration of Task Analysis'
descriptive power and it's utility as a integration medium.

The solution of any physical system that is being defined by a set of differential equations
can involve the following problem solving operations: 1). A domain of definition or the phys
ical boundaries of validity of a differential equation description. This involves the definition
of the geometry in spatial domains. 2). Evolving elements for the domain (finite elements
or grids) depending on the nature of the problem and solution approach. 3). Application of
appropriate boundary conditions on the equations. 4). Iterative solution for the variables
involved and the gradients of the variables. 5). Refining the elements or the grid size based
on the gradients of variables.

A brief task analysis is presented here for the above steps. Steps 1 and 2 could be
condensed into the single subtask of mesh generation. This involves information concerning
the coordinates of the surface or the volume and the boundaries of the domain. The subtask
itself has a number of methods depending on the nature of the domain and the discontinuities
involved and each of these methods involves a different information requirement. Steps 3 and
4 are part of the subtask of evaluating the system variables at every grid point or element
of the domain defined by the mesh generation subtask. Once again there are many methods
for the evaluation of the variables depending upon the dimensions involved and the type of
boundary conditions to be applied. Step 5 is a refinement subtask. The meshes and the
grids are refined to provide for finer size in the regions of the domain where large gradients
are found.

The brief task structure outlined above is presented in detail in a. specific example of a
simulation of a composite curing process which is done using a traditional differential equa
tion approach. The integration of this numerical computation with other knowledge-based
problem solving (design and fa.brication) is demonstrated using the task analysis vocabulary.
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Introduction

We present a distributed and collaborative environment called SHASTRA for cooperative
scientific problem solving. At its core SHASTRA has a powerful collaboration substrate - to
support synchronous multi-user applications, and a distribution substrate - which empha
sizes distributed problem solving. At the application level, SHASTRA provides collaboration
and multimedia communication facilities together with graphic interfaces based on X-II win
dows that let users cooperate in a "as if in the same room" environment. A synergistic union
of these two elements yields a sophisticated problem solving environment.

In this extended abstract we describe how SHASTRA toolkits, GANITH, a surface mod
eler, SHILP, a solid modeler, VAIDAK, a medical imaging toolkit, and BHAUTIK, a mesh
generation and physical analysis toolkit, are used in the custom design of artificial hip im
plants, the optimization of the connection of a jet engine to an airplane wing, and the efficient
computation of molecular "dockingn for drug screening.

SHASTRA: An Overview

The SHASTRA [1] environment consists of a group of interacting applications. Some appli
cations are responsible for managing the collaborative environment (the Kernel applications),
whereas others provide specific services (the Service Applications), while yet others provide
scientific design and manipulation functionality (the SHASTRA Toolkits). Service applica
tions are special purpose tools for multimedia support - providing textual, graphical, audio
and video conferencing. See Figure 1 which shows the video support interface in SHASTRA.

ISupported in part by NSF grants eeR 90-02228, OMS 91-01424, AFOSR contract 91-0216 and a grant
from AT k T
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Figure 1: Video support for analysis in SHASTRA

A researcher uses a live video image in SHASTRA to verify femoral topology of a recon
structed femur model. Different tools register with the environment at startup, providing
information about what kind of services they offer (Directory), and how and where they can
be contacted for those services (Location). The environment provides mechanisms to create
remote instances of applications and connect to them in client-server mode (Distribution). In
addition, the environment provides support for a variety of multi-user interactions spanning
the range from master-slave electronic blackboarding to simultaneous multiple-user interw

action (Collaboration). It provides mechanisms for starting and terminating collaborative
sessions, and joining or leaving them.

Custom Hip Prosthesis Design

BRAUTIK and the other related SHASTRA toolkits provide a distributed environment for
the interactive custom design and analysis of a hip prosthesis [4,5]. VAIDAK accurately
reconstructs a solid model of a patient's femoral bone [3], which SHILP can use as a guide
for the design of an artificial hip replacement. Using these two models, BHAUTIK can
analyze the interaction of the prosthesis with the original bone of the patient, and provide
feedback for possible modifications for the bone and the prosthesis design. Figure 2 shows
a BHAUTIK problem session in which 3D structural analysis is being performed on part of
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Figure 2: Stress transfer modeling from prosthesis to femur in BHAUTIK

the femur.

Shape Optimization of Engine and Wing Connections

We are also using the SHASTRA environment to study the effect of geometry of connections
between engines and aircraft wings my simulating 3D viscous flow around the geometry
[7,9J. Figure 3 shows a volume mesh, generated in BHAUTIK, of the fitted 3D model of the
engine and a bounded surrounding region. The geometric design task of for engine model
was accomplished via SHILP in conjunction with remote calls to GANITH for surface fitting
operations. We are currently trying to link to available CFD (computational fluid dynamics)
solvers (like P /FLOTRAN of the PATRAN package), while handling all the geometry, mesh
generation and graphics visualiza.tion tasks in SHASTRA.

Molecular Docking for Drug Screening

An interactive application is being developed to compute and visualize the "docking" of
drug and protein molecules [8] under molecular Brownian motion. The application reads in a
description of the atom locations of a molecule from a file, computes the bonding information
and then displays the molecule through SHASTRA. Both the analysis and visualization of
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Figure 3: Volume mesh surrounding a jet engine and computed in BHAUTIK

the potential energy surfaces of the molecules and the stationary points on these surfaces
require sophisticated surface fitting (interpolation) techniques. New algorithms are being
developed to characterize the molecular structure [6] and the potential energy surfaces [2].
For specific polymers and compounds, one would produce customized optimization searches
to localize stationary points and intrinsic curves on the potential energy surfaces to guide
the docking solution.
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Figure 4: Modeling of protein and drug molecules
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Introduction

Partial differential equations (PDEs) are the fundamental. mathematical tools for describing
the physical behavior of many application processes in science and engineering. Hence, a
reasonably large software base for solving PDEs exists today. However, most existing PDE
software systems deal primarily with the solution of specific classes of PDE problems on
sequential. and vector machines. Even amongst these systems, only a handful provide support
for any aspects of the problem other than the numerical solution phase. Important tasks
such as problem specification, method selection, solution visualization, and performance
evaluation are completely left to the user of the package. Furthermore, most PDE systems
have not been designed with the intention of being used as a component of a larger process,
and hence have esoteric input/output mechanisms that are difficult to adapt to a given
application.

This limitation has forced most application scientists with PDE problems to implement
their own PDE solving code for the problem at hand. These codes are often impossible to
modify for similar analyses and make very limited use of the vast amount of freely available
support software, resulting in large scale waste of human resources. This effort to develop
special-purpose PDE solvers is a distraction to the application scientist as his/her interest
is in the larger problem, not just the solution of a partial differential equation. The goal
of software for solving PDE problems should be to provide an environment that allows the
application scientist to concentrate on the science/engineering aspect of his/her work and
not on the mathematics and computer science problem of writing programs to solve PDE
problems.

The concept of problem solving environments (PSEs) evolved to address exactly the
issue mentioned in the previous sentence. The task of a PSE, for, say partial differential

lTbis work was supported by NSF grants 9123502-CDA and 9202536-CCR, AFOSR F4962o-92-J-0069
and by the Intel Foundation.
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equations, is to provide an environment that allows its user to concentrate on specifying
the partial differential equation problem at a very high (mathematical/physical) level using
terminology familiar to him/her and to visualize and understand its solution at the same
abstract level. Low level details of exactly how the the solution is obtained is often not of
interest to the user.

ParPDELab is our attempt at developing a comprehensive, interactive problem solving
environment for solving PDE problems and for building custom software for PDE based
applications. As a problem solving environment, ParPDELab will provide mechanisms for
specifying the PDE problem, for specifying a solution scheme, and for visualizing and ana
lyzing the solution. As an environment supporting PDE based application building, it will
allow one to apply ParPDELab in the application--eontext by using its functionally equivalent
application programming interface.

The rest of this extended abstract is organized as follows: Section provides an overview
of our current / /ELLPACKI system. Section considers the design goals for ParPDELab.
Section provides a very broad overview of the proposed architecture of ParPDELab.

The / /ELLPACK System

/ /ELLPACK is a problem solving environment for solving PDE problems using parallel
machines. Its domain of applicability is two and three dimensional second order systems of
(coupled) PDEs. / /ELLPACK consists of three components- a high level language for speci
fying PDE problems and their solution, a graphical environment for developing / /ELLPACK
programs and visualizing solutions, and libraries of PDE solver components for solving PDEs
on various parallel machines.

The / /ELLPACK language is a superset of the ELLPACK language. The main extension
is of course in the direction of parallelism where transparent, high level support for the
parallel solution of PDE problems has been added.

The j jELLPACK user interface has been built using the X Window System and consists
of a program editor along with visual editors for specifying the domain, mesh, decomposition,
etc.. Each of these editors assists in the specification of one aspect of the PDE problem or
the solution process and interact with one another via the program editor.

The numerical capabilities of / /ELLPACK is also a superset of the ELLPACK capabil
ities. Several parallel discretization methods and parallel linear solvers have been added.
Parallel modules are implemented using a portable communication library (PARMACS) so

1//ELLPACK is read "parallel ELLPACK."
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as to have them available on multiple machines. The numerical capabilities of / /ELLPACK
have been greatly improved by integrating other's PDE solving packages as "foreign systems"
that are transparently accessible from within the / /ELLPACK environment.

The / /ELLPACK environment is driven by a top-level tool that provides several "editors"
for performing various editing tasks. A / /ELLPACK program is executed by translating it
to FORTRAN and then compiling it using the native FORTRAN compiler. The back-end
component of / /ELLPACK (solution visualization/analysis and performance evaluation) is
accessible after the problem is solved.

Requirements and Design Choices

In this section, we discuss some of the requirements of a PDE PSE and the choices that are
available to us for providing them.

A fundamental limitation of PDE solving systems such as / /ELLPACK is that tbey
are geared towards human. end-users only. Such systems were not designed to be used in
a larger application context and hence are not readily adaptable for such purposes. The
requirements of ParPDELab are then to be a usable PDE solving PSE while still being
applicable as a component of a larger application. To this end, we list the following design
goals for ParPDELab:

• high level language for specifying PDE problems

• graphical editors for specifying PDE problems

• domain decomposition tools for solving the problem using parallel machines

• support for many PDE solving packages

• support for many linear system solvers

• expert system tools for solution method selection and other assistance

• solution visualization/analysis and performance evaluation facilities

• functionally equivalent application progra.m.m.ing interface for use in application context

We briefly consider the choices available for the realization of the above goals in ParPDE
Lab. The guiding principle behind our design is to avoid reinventing or reimplementing the
wheel. Hence, an important aspect of ParPDELab will be the abstraction of the essence
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of PDE solving components/tools/utilities and the coercion of existing implementations to
meet this abstraction. We will develop a uniform interface for attaching such components
to ParPDELab in order to allow its continual updating and also so that users can install
their own special components. In this extended abstract, we will not address issues in the
realization of each task separately. Instead, let us address the task of integrating a wide
variety of software components into a. cohesive whole.

The most direct approach to software integration would be to implement an. inter-process
communication mechanism using low level facilities such as Berkeley sockets, Sun Microsys
tern's Open Network Computing (ONC) platform or the Open Software Foundation's Dis
tributed Computing Environment (DCE). However, this is a time--consuming task and may
not be necessary as several higher level integration platforms are now available. We are cur
rently evaluating ABE,ITHACA, REXX, PCTE, and for use as the ~oftware integration plat
form for ParPDELab. Some of the features that we need are: data communication between
heterogeneous architectures, da.ta compression, synchronous and asynchronous communica
tion facilities, global communication mechanisms, process management mechanisms, tool
configuration facilities and directory services. In addition, we need the ability to integrate
the communication/integration system with existing clients written in severaI.languages and
also user interface clients implemented using the X Window System.

The Architecture of ParPDELab

Let us briefly look at the architecture of ParPDELab, which is based on our view of how
problem solving environment for PDE based applications are or should be built (see Figure
1. At the heart of this layered architecture is the generic PSE layer, the component that is
common to all problem solving environments, not just the ones based on or using POEs. The
next layer to be provided is functionality specific to PDE problems. Finally, the outermost
layer must provide functionality that is specific to PDE based applications.

Generic PSE layer

A PSE roughly consists of several specialized agents that communicate and collaborate
with each other to solve the problem at hand. Hence, the needed infrastructure consists
of mechanisms for a collection of tools or editors to communicate and to share information
with each other. We call the component that provides the first set of mechanisms a. software
bus and the latter an object manager. Hence, the software bus is the component that provides
an inter-editor communication platform and editor management tools (for example, process
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Figure 1: Layered architecture of problem solving environments for PDE based applications

management and editor configuration). The object manager is the component that provides
a. shared storage area for inter--editor communication and mechanisms for assigning and
monitoring object attributes.

Software bus

As mentioned above, the software bus component provides two types of tools: tools for
managing editors and tools for editors to communicate with each other. Management tools
include process management (for example, (local and remote) process initia.tion, interruption,

Editor Editor

Editor

Figure 2: Architecture of a. generic problem solving environment
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and termination), editor configuration (for example, starting a preconfigured set of editors
interconnected in a predefined manner), and various lookup tables (for example, finding the
location of a named service).

The communication tools that are needed in a PSE include data representation encapsu
lation (to hide data representation differences on heterogeneous architectures, for example,
XnR, data compression (to allow transmission of very large messages, for example, meshes),
both synchronous and asynchronous communication capabilities, and mechanisms for global
communication (for example, broadcasts and multicasts).

Object manager

The main function of the object manager is to support indirect inter--editor communication
by providing a shared workspace. The workspace is accessed via requests to the object
manager while editors are notified of changes to the workspace via asynchronous events
generated by the object manager. Furthermore, the object manager provides file system
interaction services to editors in the PSE and also a mechanism for transparently converting
the types of objects.

Objects are immutable, have opaque types, have attributes (for example, name and
owner) and may be persistent. As the object space is shared by multiple editors, the object
manager provides a simplistic security model via access control lists.

The immutability of objects requires that the object manager provide garbage collection.
This is implemented via a reference count scheme. The reference count of an object is
incremented when an editor indicates interest in it or when another object depends on it.
The reference count is decremented when such an interest or dependency is removed and is
tagged for removal when the reference count becomes zero.

The set of requests supported by the object manager includes requests for creating and
accessing objects, requests for listing objects of a given type, requests for expressing interest
in objects, and requests for expressing inter--object dependencies. The object manager also
provides file system interaction services for all the editors via a specific set of requests for this
purpose. These requests support standard file system operations such as create, delete, save,
and locate. Type conversion for objects is provided by another component of the object
manager. This is implemented by maintaining a type lattice and by providing means to
register type converters that convert from one type to another. This scheme allows us to
provide transparent type conversion facilities for editors.
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PDE PSE layer

This layer augments the generic problem solving environment layer with functionality that
is specifically needed by partial differential equation problem solving environments. The
functionality provided by ParPDELab therefore represents an instance of this layer.

This layer defines a. specific set of object types that are specific to PDE problems and
their solution. These include Operators, Domains, Meshes, and Solutions. Specific type
relationships and conversion facilities are also defined at this levelj for example, the rela
tionship between domains and meshes and how to convert from one to another. A set of
clients that manipulate these object types is the main component of this layer. For example,
a mesh generator client creates/edits mesh objects and a. domain editor client creates/edits
domain objects. An abstraction for implementing PDE solvers using parallel machines is
also supported at this layer.

PDE based application PSE layer

This layer adds the functionality that is specific to the application and constitutes the user
level for PDE based application PSEs. Typically, a PDE based application would have one
fixed PDE model that is solved using different parameters at each instance. Hence, the
application layer would basically consist of a user interface for accessing those parameters
and, of course, specialized visualization tools.

Conclusions

This paper presents the design of the ParPDELab PSE for developing PDE based appli
cations on parallel machines. In a nutshell, ParPDELab consists of a set of editors that
collaborate with each other via a shared workspace to solve the PDE problem at hand. An
important aspect of this design is the abstraction of the essence of various PDE components
in order to develop a system that supports these abstracts and provides services by interfac
ing with various existing packages. Furthermore, by attempting to design a stable system
that can solve "real world" problems, we are forced to address some issues that are often
ignored (for example, security and robustness).
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Computationally simulating complex physical systems in engineering design has become
a common practice. Yet most of today's simulations rely entirely on extensive numerical
computations and laborious hwnan analysis. Human engineers have to shoulder the burden
of translating physics and constraints into models, preparing numerical simulations, inter
preting consequences of the experiments, and performing design tasks. Moreover, nonlinear
systems can exhibit extremely complicated behaviors that defy human analysis and pure
numerical simulations. The complexities of these systems are largely due to nonlinearities,
high dimensionality, and uncertainties of the systems and environments the systems operate
lU.

The difficulties in the traditional engineering simulation arise from the lack of (1) parsi
monious representations capturing the essence of physical systems and amenable to efficient
computations, (2) efficient modeling algorithms for constructing the representations, and
(3) effective reasoning methods that can. use the representations to compute and synthesize
useful properties for the systems. The lack of computable representations for physical dy
namical systems hinders the exploitation of the special properties of the systems and the
attainment of the maximum performance for the design. The simulation and design of the
dynamical systems are limited by the a.vailable computational power and the complexities
of the systems.

Hybrid Simulation

We address the difficulties of -traditional numerical computing by developing computer rep
resentation and simulation technologies necessary for enabling programs to autonomously
perform and interpret numerical simula.tions. The domain of control system simulation and
design has been investigated. The design of complex control systems requires powerful sim
ulation technologies to represent, reason about, and manipulate the dynamics of nonlinear
systems. We demonstrate that difficult control synthesis tasks can be automated, using a
computational workbench consisting of programs that actively exploit knowledge of nonlin
ear dynamics and phase space. We employ hybrid computation integra.ting symbolic and
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numerical methods with AI reasoning and representation techniques in (1) manipulating, vi
sualizing, and animating the dynamics of physical. systems based on a phase-space represen
tation, (2) guiding the execution of numerical. computations, and (3) codifying sophisticated
mathematical knowledge in engineering problem solving.

More specifically, we have developed a qualitative representation for complex behaviors
of dynamical systems in phase space and a design language for computationally expressing
and manipulating these behaviors [8, 9]. We are interested in representing the qualitative
behaviors of dynamical systems for control analysis and design. One useful qualitative rep
resentation of the phase space of a dynamical system is in terms of equilibrium points and
limit cycles, stability regions, trajectory flows exhibiting the same qualitative features, and
the spatial arrangement of these geometric objects. The qualitative representation captures
the gross aspects of dynamics in a relational graph of phase-space structure and a set of
discrete objects called flow pipes-the equivalence classes of behaviors. The design language
describes a control design task in terms of well-defined geometric, combinatorial operations
on the flow pipes. This language helps formalize aspects of implicit expert reasoning of con
trol engineers in solving control design problems. The representation and the language are
developed independently of the orders of systems, i.e., the dimensionality of phase spaces.

An Environment: The Control Engineer's Workbench

We have constructed a computational environment, the Control Engineer's Workbench, inte
grating a suite of programs that automatically analyze and design high-performance, global
controllers for a large class of nonlinear systems using the qualitative phase-space representa
tion [ll]. Given a model of a physical. system and a control objective, the Control Engineer's
Workbench analyzes the system and designs a control law achieving the control objective.
A user typically interacts with the Workbench in the following way.

The user first tells the Workbench about the system: he inputs a system model in terms
of a differential equation, parameter values, and bounds on state variables for analysis in the
form of a phase-space region. The user also tells the Workbench about the requirements on
the control design: he specifies the desired state for the system to settle in, the initial states
of the system, the allowable control parameter values, and the constraints on the control
responses.

The user then asks the Workbench to analyze the system within the parameter ranges
of the model. The Workbench visualizes the totality of the behaviors of the system over the
parameter rangeSj it represents the qualitative aspects of the system in a data structure and
reports to the user a high-level, symbolic summary of the system behaviors and, if necessary,
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a graphic visualization of the phase-space qualitative features.
Next, the user instructs the Workbench to synthesize a control law for the system, subject

to the specified design requirements. The Workbench searches for the global control paths
that connect the initial states of the system and the desired state, using the qualitative
description about the system. More specifically, the search is conducted in a collection of
discrete entities representing trajectory flows in phase space. After the global control paths
are established, the Workbench determines the controllable region of the system and the
switching surfaces where control parameters should change values. A synthesized control
reference trajectory consists of a sequence of trajectory segments, each of which is under a
constant control. For a point-to-point control design, the Workbench further constructs a
smoothed trajectory connecting an initial state and the desired state.

The Workbench serves as an. intelligent assistant to control engineers. The components
of the Workbench are shown in Figure 1:

• the MAPS program for simula.tion and interpretation

• the Phase Space Navigator for control synthesis

• a graphic program for visualizing the design

• a user interface for communication with the system.

The component for model building is not in the Workbench yet. The programs in the
Workbench implement various algorithms: symbolic differentiation, numerical algorithms
on differential equations, modeling of geometric structures, clustering of equivalence classes,
graph algorithms, etc. The inference mechanism of the Workbench uses these programs
to construct a qualita.tive phase-space structure for representing a system, to check for the
consistency of the structure, and to reason about and manipulate the representation through
a. graph of How pipes.

Conclusion

The Control Engineer's Workbench complements and enhances human design activities. By
providing manipulation and visualization mechanisms for the design, the Workbench relieves
engineers from routine, tedious low-level tasks of simulation and interpretation, allows the
engineers to focus on higher-level design issues, and enlarges the design space the engineers
can explore.
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Figure 1: The control engineer's workbench

While the traditional numerical computing has successfully attacked many practical
problems, we can greatly enhance its effectiveness and significantly expand the scope of
what can be done with the traditional simulation by integrating the numerical computation
with advanced artificial intelligence technology and symbolic computing methods. Programs
equipped with AI reasoning techniques and deep domain knowledge have already helped
engineers solve an open problem in hydrodynamics [7] and given new insights into behaviors
of a heart model in cardiology [6]. In our own work, we have demonstrated the utility of
the Workbench in an application of great practical interest: the Workbench helped design
a high-quality controller for a magnetic levitation system-the German Transrapid system.
The control system synthesized by the Workbench outperforms a previous linear design on
the same system by a factor of 20 [10]. The future for intelligent simulation is very bright.
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Abstract

Flow visualization techniques are rapidly evolving to keep pace with improved flow
solution methods. Critical point flow analysis has emerged as an important visual
ization and data compression method. In a.ddition, flow topology can be described
qualita.tively using such methods. We propose a. merger of this type of analysis with
unstructured triangular-grid solution techniques. The role of symbolic computation in
developing such a. system is discussed.

Flow Solutions

Finite volume schemes [1] ha.ve existed for some time. The basic aim of the method is to
make use of conservation properties of certain flow quantities to generate stable numerical
schemes. Different variants of this method have been developed for many different types
of grids. The unstructured triangular grid is gaining favor among many researchers [2].
Conservation laws exist for both primitive and streamfunction-vorticity formulations of the
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations [3]. We have chosen the streamfunetion-vorticity
method on a triangular uij.structured grid as a transient flow solver. The governing equations
are wriUen for the flow vorticity and streamfunction:

OW
fJt

'1'1/1 - w

The flow variables are interpolated on the triangular grid using a piecewise linear approx
imation within each triangle. The flow equations are then discretized and solved using a
time-explicit scheme. The velocity field can be recovered from the streamfunetion by using
the streamfunetion definition, u =~ and v = - ~.

IThis research was sponsored by National Science Foundation grants ECS-9110424 and IRl-9116588.
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Figure 1: Some common critical points found in fluid flows.

Flow Post-Processing

Critical points are points in the flow where the velocity vector has zero magnitude. These
points provide a fra.mework in which to qualita.tively describe the flow [4, 5]. Critical point
analysis relies on the expansion of the velocity field in terms of its Taylor series in the spatial
coordinates:

Uj = Ai + A;jxj + A;jkXjXk + AojkIXjX1;XI + ...
At a stagnation point, the constant term disappears, leaving A;jxj as the next highest term.
Examination of the trace (-p) and determinant (q) of A leads to a. phase representation of
the points in question. Examples of some common types of critical points is given in Figure
1.

Phase-space classification of critical points allows a description of the fundamental na
ture of the flow in the vicinity of a given critica.J. point. Streamlines connect the critical
points together to form a set of directed graphs within the flow. The critical points are
computationally extracted through the use of two grids, a computational grid and a post
processing grid. Each time-step of the simula.tion is generated on the computational grid.
The critical point analysis is performed by superimposing the post-processing grid onto the
computational grid. The interpolation currently consists of either a second-order (6 nodes)
or third-order (10 nodes) triangle pattern.
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The Role of Symbolic Math Packages

The generation of higher-order Lagrange interpolations for triangular finite-element-type
patches has been given in Hughes [6]. It is possible to write the generation algorithms for
arbitrary orders, although the algebraic terms soon become unwieldy and numerical eval
uation becomes extremely time-consuming. However high-order derivations are perfonned
using both MAPLE and AXIOM. C code is automatically generated for the analysis on
the grids mentioned above. The code is inserted into a. fo,...loop which runs through all the
higher-order triangles in the grid and determines the location and type of critical point in
each triangle.

The symbolic ma.th packages allow us to investigate the properties of the Jacobian matrix
in a very short time. It is also possible to make use of optimizing code genera.tors, such as
those found in MAPLE, to efficiently evaluate the flow descriptor informa.tion.

Conclusions

A two-dimensional unstructured time-varying code has been adapted for use with critical
point analysis techniques. This allows a. natural, qualitative description of the flow, amenable
to graph rewriting algebra.. Symbolic math packages proved to be invaluable aids for proto
typing this code.
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Introduction

During the exploration and visualiza.tion of large data sets, it is often required to compute
local quantities that were not part of the original large-scale computation. This is an integral
part of the process of computational steering. It is customary in these cases to recompute
the problem, rewriting the program to include new code for the desired expression. This
obviously creates a significant bottleneck in the analysis loop. A more severe problem occurs,
however I if the code for the original computation is not a.vailable. While the handling of large
data sets is in itself an issue that has been discussed in several previous publications [1,2,3],
we present here a a. recent addition to our scientific database toolbox that allows scientists
to enter an expression for the desired quantity in symbolic format (using MAPLE syntax)
and to automatically generate a program to extract the required data from the database,
compute the desired quantity, and append the results to the existing database.

The Data Warehouse

Both the SCENE environment and the object-oriented data warehouse have been described
extensively in [I, 2, 4]. The SCENE concept establishes a set of requirements for a system
designed to handle large scientific datasets:

1. User configurable: The researcher should be able to configure the system to the
problem being investigated in a clear and simple fashion.

2. Automatic programming: The SCENE user should not be required to perform any
programming. Required objects and methods should be generated automatically.

3. Computational steering: The user should be able to dynamically modify the prob
lem definition without loss of context.

ITbis research was sponsored by National Science Foundation grants ECS-9110424 and IRl9116558.
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4. Parallel and distributed processing: A typical computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) computation will involving a 50 x 50 x 50 three-dimensional mesh will usu
ally produce over 11 Mbytes of data for each time step. For a truly interactive system,
this data has to be accessed and searched, and computations performed on it in a
reasonable amount of time. This requires the use of parallel computers with large
amounts of memory.

Within the SCENE environment, the data warehouse is an object-oriented database
system capable of handling large scientific datasets while providing all the required graphical
and visualization tools. Through the use of an Object Editor [5], the user is allowed to
completely define the data being visualized. The data is then represented on a logical mesh,
with each point on the mesh being a computational object that knows about its location in
real space, and the values of all the defined fields at its location. For example, assuming we
have defined a database containing one scalar pressure field and one vector velocity field, each
computational object will contain seven information fields: three coordinates, one pressure
value and three velocity values. All the fields are trea.ted equally, with vector fields being
indexed onto three scalar fields each. This allows a large degree of flexibility in selecting
components for visualization or for use in user entered expressions.

The User Filter

By taking advantage of the logical mesh organization of the data warehouse, we can now
automatically generate interpolation polynomials over the mesh triangles, enabling us to
compute user-entered mathematical expressions. A user defined expression is entered in
symbolic MAPLE format. For example, and assuming the existence of a vector veloc
ity field labeled v, the expression for the vorticity magnitude, IV x vi can be entered as
norm(curl(v, [x,y ,zJ) ,2). The entered expression is sent to a running MAPLE process.
The expression is analyzed and, using predefined interpolations of the appropriate order
over an implied mesh, MAPLE then generates the equivalent C code to compute the desired
quantity. This C code is then integrated within a larger program, generated using various
templates, to form the source code for the user defined filter process. This program, when
compiled and run, opens communication channels to the warehouse process, requests the
data for the fields needed in the computation, performs the computation, and sends the
resulting field(s) to the warehouse process to be registered according to the correct database
protocol. This ensures that these newly created fields conform to the database specifications
and can thus be visualized and manipulated by the user with any of the standard tools.
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Conclusions and Future Work

The user defined filter facility has allowed researchers to analyze several CFD data sets and
to compute additional quantities, such as vorticity magnitude and laplacians that were not
part of the original data sets, without any additional programming or recomputation of the
whole problem.

Currently, inter-process communication is achieved through the use of socket calls. This
situation will be improved in the future by implementing a. shared-memory environment
more suita.ble to the kind of heterogeneous distributed processing tasks required by such a.
method.
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Introduction

A lot of modern Measurement Systems (MSs) produce a large amount of data (results of mea
surements). First of all we keep in mind MSs used for formation of images (visual, infrared,
etc.) in tomography, 3-d Microscopy, in SAR (synthetic aperture RADAR). Usually results
obtained on such systems are not useful for direct interpretation and demand for additional
processing. In such signal processing problems, one often has to deal with a large (poten
tially infinite) amount of data (field of vision, for example), a fact that causes appreciable
difficulties in obtaining an optimum processing algorithm. As often as not, the measurement
in situations like that is invariant with respect to a certain group of transformations. Proper
allowance for this invanance can appreciably cut down the computational costs involved both
for constructing of an optimum. processing algorithm and for its subsequent functioning [I},
[21·

The problem becomes crucially more complicated when the model of signal formation
(e.g., point spread function in image formation systems) is unknown or the information
about it is not precise enough. In such cases it is useful to involve calibration data (results
of measurements of known signals) for constructing of an optimum. processing algorithm. It
turns out, that the allowance for invariance significantly simplifies the solution of calibration
problem as well.

Invariance of measurement system is reflected on the structure of processing algorithm. In
fact it will have a high level of uniformity. This is pa.rticularly attractive for implementation
on para.llel architecture, such as systolic arrays, etc.

Processing for Invariant Measurement Systems

Invariant measurement system related to measuring of signal f:

{=Af+1'
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is described by Q-invariant linear transformation A and Q-symmetric correlation function of
noise 11, where f and eare functions on some spaces with an action of a given group Q defined
on them. Let the processing algorithm. performs some transformation R, i.e., transforms e
to ..ne - functions on Q-spaces 1i and U respectively. Then the problem of construction of
an optimal algorithm. is stated as a problem. of construction of map R from a class of maps
'R. with a given influence function support t:J.. (e.g., a given shape of scanning mask). The
support b. r; 1i X U is the relation between spaces 1i and U; (h, v) E b. if point h E 1i can
influence on point h E U via R. An optimum R provides maximal accuracy to the whole
measurement computer system (MCS), Le., minimal mean error of estimation of vector Uf
(function on U) in all points v:

R: {EII(R(Af +1') - Uflvll' IRE n) ~ minVv E U

We want to stress that due to the linking of measurement and processing the new mea
surement (to be more precise measurement computer) system emerges which maximally fits
our requirements. Therefore when developing a measurement system it makes sense to de
velop appropriate algorithm for it implemented, for example, as a dedicated processor and
to produce MCS as an integrated unit.

Problem Solution for Invariant MS

The problem stated above appears to be highly complicated due to large dimensions of signal
spaces. Significant simplification of the problem solution can be achieved due to allowance
of the high level of MS's invariance. It turns out, that if measurement system. is invariant
an optimum transformation R will also be invariant with respect to the same group. This
aspect lea.ds to considerable restriction of a class, in which an optimum transformation R
is produced, thus significantly simplifying the development of such map and its subsequent
implementation as a computational algorithm or dedicated processor.

Note that the wider the group of transformations with respect to which a measurement
system is invariant, the narrower the class of invariant maps and the more the synthesis
problem is simplified. For instance, in the case of processing of images on hexagonal lattice
allowance for invariance with respect to reflections and rotations (when the point spread
function of a system depends solely on distance) in additional to rotations cuts down the
requirements (in developing a ma.p) for memory by a. factor of more than 100, and for time,
by a factor of more than 1500 [2].
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Uncertainty of MS and Calibration Problem

Up to this we suggested that the MS (i.e., operator A) is known precisely. But the problem
rises to a qualitatively new level if an information about measurement system is not precise
enough. In such cases for revision of information about the system it is conventional to
organize the sequence of measurements of known test signals t,::'i: {i = Arpi + P.i, and to
use its results for construction of an approximate measurement model. We will formulate
the calibration problem as a. problem of an optimum usage of calibration data directly for
construction of map R (an optimum processing algorithm).

Let \If = {(Xi,l{)i)} is calibration data series. Calibration problem consists in constructing
calibration map p, converting measured calibration data. \If to transformation R = pew) (and
therefore data processing algorithm) in an optimum way. To be precise, we can introduce
function H(fl), describing average estimation error for a given map fl. Then an optimwn
calibration map fl, delivering minimal value to function H(f3) can be constructed. Notice
that invariance allowance in calibration problem also leads to its significant simplification.

Such approach doesn't demand for exotic test signals (such as a point source) and also
automatically accounts a noise in calibration measurements and what is more, using the
test objects of general structure results in more qualitative MOS. It is proved that under
increasing an amount of calibration data (e.g., number of calibration measurements or sizes
of fields of vision) the synthesized processing algorithm converges to an ideal one, which is
associated with the precisely known model of measurement system.

Implementation Considerations

As to algorithms involved in processing in all these cases the existing signal processing
technique (e.g., fast convolution, FFT, number-theoretic transforms) can be used. It is true
even in such cases when it doesn't follows directly from the problem statement, say in case
of different lattices' organization.

In the simplest case, i.e., when the lattices for source images and results of measurements
are identical in structure and the group of transformations is simple enough, processing algo
rithm may be represented as a convolution of an image with spatial mask. It is known, that
convolution allows effective parallel implementations. It turns out that the same technique
can be applied in the case of different lattices and for vast class of groups of transformations.
The higher level of measurement invariance the more uniform will be the algorithm and the
more effective implementations on parallel architecture it will admit.
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Conclusions

The use of a space-invariant map permits processing to be done on a computer or a dedi
cated processor in real time, thus saving a good deal of computational resources. Note that
a procession algorithm and the degree of complexity in producing it do not depend on the
amount of data to be processed (say, the size of the image being processed), because the
problem may be oriented towards a potentially infinite collection of measurements. Pro
cessing time is proportional. to the amount of data and can be cut down through the use
of special numerical algorithms or dedicated processors. And what is more, in many cases,
signal can be processed directly after its inflow, concurrently to the measurement process.

The "larger" group, under which an. optimum MeS synthesis problem is invariant, the
higher quality of the whole MeS can be achieved under fixed computa.tional resources (mem
ory and time usage). As a result certain rearranging of measuring component of MCS can
lead to significa.nt "expanding" of related group. In particular, these considerations can de
termine the scheme of scanning for optical or RADAR image formation MCS, in tomography,
etc., providing the highest level of measurement system invariance. Also notice that different
arrangement of lattices for results of measurements and results of processing doesn't effect
on the synthesis problem statement and it's solving.
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Abstract

This paper describes a knowledge based front-end to a. subset of NAG FORTRAN
library (called the foundation Library) herea.fter referred to as KASTLE (Knowledge
Assisted Selection Tool for Library Environments). The development of KASTLE has
gone through several. changes to accommodate technological advances. In. this paper,
we describe how the knowledge of individual routines is represented and give a. brief
overview of the selection mechanism which enables the user to select the deaired routine.

Introduction

Customarily library software is accessed wi th the help of a hard copy of its documentation.
With the increase in the complexity of library software consulting the software through a
hardcopy is not only impra.ctica.l, but also error prone. For example, Mark 15 of FORTRAN
library has 36 Chapters and has 950 routines. A systematic way of accessing the desired
routines is not only desirable, but also expected by the modem user with the advent of the
window-based systems.

Overview of KASTLE

KASTLE consists of three main components - knowledge base (Selector), hypertext help
and example program environment. The user interaction is through WIMP based interface.
The user is offered a typical window (see Fig. 1) to initiate the interrogation process. Help
on the usage of KASTLE system itself is available during the process.

Selection of a desired routine is achieved with the help of Selector, which when initiated
offers a selection of keywords in a separate window (see Fig. 1) along with the available
chapters. The definition of these keywords in their context is offered optionally. The user
can start the selection either via an individual chapter (chapter level selection) or via a
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Figure 1: Initial screen layout for the selector

sequence of keywords (top level selection). At every stage only those chapters that are
deemed relevant to the selected keywords are retained for further selection. Upon successful
completion of the interrogation, full details of the selected routine are displayed in the help
window.

At this stage, the user will have a choice to execute the pre-packaged example program
or alternatively edit the relevant source file and rerun the program.

Knowledge Representation in KASTLE

Knowledge in KASTLE consists of two levels - Library level and Chapter level. Library
level knowledge consists of keywords dealing with major activities of the NAG Chapters.
Several chapters may share a keyword. Chapter level knowledge consists of keywords which
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are predominantly exclusive to that chapter.
For example, Library level knowledge for Quadrature chapter is represented as

chapter_keys(D01,[Abscissa,Adaptive Rule,Calculus,Data Values ,Dimension
Discrete Integrand,Finite Difference,Finite Region,Function,
Infinite Region,Integral,Integrand,Inverse Weight,Knovn Function,
Hany Dimensions,Nonadaptive Rule,Numerical Integral,One Dimension,
Oscillatory Integrand ,Quadrature ,Return Weights ,Semi-Infinite Region,
Sine Weight, Singular Integrand, Singular Weight. Smooth Integrand,
Weight Function]).

while Chapter level knowledge for the same chapter is represented as

chapter_routines(D01,[D01AJF,D01AKF,D01ALF,D01AHF,D01ANF,D01APF,D01AQF,
D01ASF,D01BBF.D01FCF.D01GAF,D01GBF,E01BHF,E02AJF,E02BDF]).
routine_keys(D01AJF,[Adaptive Rule,Finite Region,Known Function,
One Dimension,Smooth Integrand,Unit Weight,Weight FunctionJ).

routine_keys(E01BHF,[Data Values,Discrete Integrand,Finite Region,
Fitted Cubic Hermite,Nonadaptive Rule,One Dimension]).

initialkwds(D01,([Return WeightsJ.[One Dimension,Hany Dimensions,
Finite Region,Semi-infinite Region,Infinite Region,Abscissa,
Weight Function, Discrete Integrand,Smooth Integrand,
Oscillatory Integrand,Singular Integrand],[Data Values ,Known Function,
Adaptive Rule,Nonadaptive Rule]».

The Library level knowledge b~e also consists of additional facts such a.g keyword depen
dencies, aliases and exclusives.

In view of this two tier system, the notion of the chapter is extended to include knowledge
of routines from other NAG-Cha.pters wherever appropriate. For example, E01BHF computes
the integral of a fitted-cubic-hermite polynomial to discrete data; a.nd this knowledge is also
included in the knowledge base dealing with quadrature.
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Selection Mechanism

The selection of an. individual routine is achieved. essentially in one of the following two ways
- top level selection or chapter level selection.

• Top Level Selection

When a keyword is selected from those initially displayed, first any keyword depen
dencies are added to the search list, and the relevant chapters containing the keyword
are retained for further consideration and displayed. During this process, if there is
only one chapter, then the Chapter Level Selection is initiated. If there are no further
keywords left, then the differences (disjoint union) of list of initial keywords of the
remaining chapters are presented.

• Chapter Level Selection

When a. specific chapter is selected the list of initial keywords for that chapter are
offered together with a. list of a.vailable routines. Upon selection of a keyword, the
selection works in exactly the same fashion, mutanis mutandis to that of Top Level
Selection
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Introduction

A common definition of Problem Solving Environments (PSEs) is that these environments
should assist scientists and engineers to solve problems by offering a wide variety of compo
nent systems and tools that communicate with the user in his or her own terms [1]. This
suggests that a. PSE ought to federate subsystems, whether they be written especially for
that common purpose or are pre-existent. It suggests that the aggregated capability ought
to be accessed through an intuitive user interface that removes the idiosyncracies of the in
dividual components of the environment and presents all capabilities with a common view.
We consider both objectives, federating component systems and exercising them through a
good user interlace, in the context of geometric modeling and its applications.

Federating and Interoperability

Problems considered by engineers and scientists are rarely confined to the precise and often
narrowly delimited scope of a specific subsystem such as a linear algebra package, a dif
ferential equations solver, a symbolic computation system, a geometric modeling system, a
graphics package, and so on. Even when a system is expanded to incorporate other sub
modules, say a graphics module to display the zero set of a polynomial, this package must
be tailored to the originating system and thus is saddled with the legacies of the parent
system. To give the human problem solver full access to the combined power of these tools
requires federating very diverse systems. Indeed, each subsystem manipulates objects that
are, if at all related semantically, certainly not conceptualized in the same way. This is
not a deficiency because it enables different approaches to the same problem and does not
force an unnatural representation on the user. However, the desirable diversity does require

ISupported in part by ONR Contract NOOOl4-9O-J-1599 NSF Grant CDA-92-23502, and by NSF Grant
ECD·8S-03017.

2Supported in part by NSF grant CCR-92-11322
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solving communication problems between foreign subsystems and reinterpretation of data.
For example, it is possible to describe a triangulation within a symbolic solver as the zero
set of polynomials, but clearly this is not a very intuitive representation.

Federating diverse subsystems can be done following one of two different strategies:

1. The subsystems, knowing about each other's existence, send messages directly to each
other, converting data and reinterpreting them as needed.

2. A global manager is the user's proxy and accesses each subsystem by translating a
global operation or request into one or more component operations translating them
into the local language of the subsystem and interpreting the local results.

The first strategy requires that each subsystem understand the topology of the federation
and the formats native to the members of the federation. This stringent requirement can
be loosened somewhat by wrapping federation members into a communication substrate or
software bus written in a module interconnection language. The second strategy, in contrast,
synthesizes the funetionalities of each subsystem and assigns them to a global conceptual
schema. No specific changes to the subsystems are required, but an additional softwa.re layer
is needed to accomplish the integration.

Unlike differential equations, geometry does not have an accepted, canonical symbolic
language, primarily because geometry representations currently in use are very diverse and
usually low-level, because of efficiency considerations. For example, a three-dimensional
shape is typically represented as a collection of vertices, edges and faces, along with their
adjacencies. Each face is a subset of a surface, and is represented by the geometry of the
surface plus a structure that defines the face by describing a loop of edges on the surface that
delimit the face. In turn, an edge is represented by defining a space curve of which the edge
is a segment, and delimiting the edge by two vertices. The entire data structure or-vertices,
edges and faces can describe a closed composite surface in 3-space, and therby, implicitly,
the enclosed solid volume. The data structure is complex, specialized, and cumbersome to
compute with, and conversions between this and other geometry representations is not nor
mally possible [6,7]. Hence we cannot expect to devise an efficient, universal representation
schema that is understood by every geometric modeling system.

The second strategy to federate subsystems through a. common global view is therefore
required when complex geometric objects are to be manipulated. We sketch some of the
elements required to develop such a unifying global view.
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Levels of Abstraction

While it appears futile to devise a universal shape representation for specific, three-dimensional
shapes, it seems possible to devise a representation schema that is generative. That is, instead
of specifying a. particular shape we specify a sequence of operations that construct the shape.
This approach to geometry can be further abstracted by adding the ability to parameterize
the generation rules, e.g. by adding geometric constraints such as incidence, perpendicular
ity, concentricity, tangency, and so 00, as well as adding dimensional constraints of distance
and angle.

Since humans comprehend two-dimensional geometric constructs better than three-dimensional
ones, it is advantageous to conceptualize the shape generation at the inception level in terms
of sweeping two-dimensional cross sections along trajectories. In the simplest case, the tra
jectories are straight lines or circles, and generate extruded or revolved shapes. Clearly,
sweeps along more complex trajectories are also possible. Primitive shapes so generated
can then be combined, possibly using operations such as set union or difference, or using
more complex operations. Unfortunately, there are in addition a number of intuitive shape
definition and modification operations that are quintessentially visual and thus not easily
formalized using a symbolic representation.

The high level of abstraction effecting the federation must be supported by a lower level
on which the details of a shape are evaluated as required by the parameter values. At this
lower level of abstraction reside the traditional geometric modeling systems operating with
the detail representations such as the one sketched before, and manipulating strictly specific
instances. The transition from higher to lower level is effected by a geometry compiler that
translates, with the help of a constra.int solver, the generative rules into specific operation
sequences executed by the geometric modeling subsystem. In [3] we have discussed such an
architecture.

System Components

Solving geometric constraints is an activity that naturally involves solving systems of nonlin
ear algebraic equations. This suggests that a symbolic algebraic computation system ought
to be an integral part of a geometry PSE. The other end of the tool spectrum is an explicit
representation of geometry in terms of meshes of points; e.g., a surface or volume triangula
tion. While the algebraic equations embody the abstract formulation of problems and may
be complemented by a geometry theorem proving system, the meshes provide direct exam
ples of the theory ready to be animated by a graphics module. Intelligent display routines
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are needed to query and analyze the computed geometry and to validate it. Easy conversion
between the representations, in particular of their properties relevant to constraint solv
ing, requires that the highest level of abstraction represents objects in such a way tha.t B.

translation to geometry is as easy as an encoding into variables and equations.

PSE Applications

Rather than giving a laundry list of subsystems and components, we sketch some of the
functionalities a geometry PSE should support by considering some very simple example
scenarIOS.

The derivative matching problem for parametric surfaces

Complex surfaces are built from pieces. To join these pieces with the required smoothness, it
is necessary to determine an appropriate parametrization for each piece. The corresponding
constraint equations are most elegantly formulated in the language of differential geometry,
[2,5]. For example, given two surfaces pieces p and q, and a map q, from R2 to R2 ' that
maps the domain of p to the domain of q, the differential formulation of continuity requires
matching the derivatives of p and q 0 q, up some order across the joint boundary.

To make the differential algebraic formulation concrete and useful one needs to translate
it into a particular representation for the surface pieces. This is a tiresome and error-prone
process. Then one must ascertain whether the choice of representation allows a solution
of the constraints and if not choose a new representation and restart. For example, we
might represent p, q and q, as polynomials of a fixed degree, constraining them to match
certain boundary curves, Thereafter, one has to determine whether the polynomials have the
required degrees of freedom to join smoothly without violating the interpolation constraint.
Since the coefficients of q and q, are in general not prescribed by the application, the problem
is nonlinear and one has to make several simplifying assumptions in order to reduce the
solution space and arrive at a tractable problem [4].

For 0 1 surfaces manual translation and subsequent verification is still manageable. How
ever, for curvature continuous surfaces and surfaces of higher smoothness, there is to date
no generally useful algorithm, largely because the number of constraints in a particular rep
resentation makes it difficult to reason about the nonlinear solution space. Automating the
translation and verification process would allow an exploration of this space.
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The geometry coding problem

When a. particular representation for the surfaces has been chosen and the constraint equa
tions have been determined and shown to be solvable, the programmer now has has the
unglamorous task of translating patch indices into corresponding entries of the data. struc
ture. For example, the coefficients of the polynomial pieces that occur in a constraint equa
tion are typically assembled from a. half-edge representation, sent to a. mathematical package
to solve a minimiza.tion problem, and the output is then returned and distributed into the
data structure. The mapping of the coefficients in and out of the data structures is a. common
source of errors. The ma.pping can and should be automated.

A second issue is the sequencing of the computations. Generically, the original nonlinear
problem is transformed into a sequence of linear problems to make it tractable. That is, some
coefficients of the polynomials that define the surface pieces ha.ve to be determined before
others. Instead of depending on the cleverness and patience of the algorithm designer,
topological sorting may be used to serialize the constraint elaboration.

The geometry analysis problem

It is often necessary to study algebraic properties of a surface in addition to those that
explicitly enter into their derivation. For example, generating a surface that is guaranteed
to be convex and matches given data is, in general, too hard a problem to solve or even
to verify algebraically. However, one can use iterative techniques to improve the surface
quality and heuristically check the surface quality by sampling the surface and displaying a
curvature map. This requires interfacing a display program capable of understanding high
level information like a B-spline representation. Other quality checks may he done better
with the help of a symbolic solver. For example, one might so determine how well a set of
equations defining an offset surface are satisfied by a single polynomial equation.

The geometry editing problem

Mesh generation in three dimensions is a notoriously hard problem and different applications
require different properties of the mesh to be optimized beyond a certain threshhold. For
example, the output of a. solid modeler may contain faces that have to be subdivided for use
in a surface modeler. Since the objective of subdividing faces into smaller pieces does not
completely define the algorithm, one would like to experiment with alternative strategies.
This motivates access to intuitive geometry operations, say Euler operators, that allow a
local editing of the mesh to gain a better understanding of its properties.
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Introduction

Signal Processing (SP) is a rapidly growing area. A vast number of methods are now available
for various problems in SP, and new methods are constantly emerging. This rapid evolution
makes it difficult for the non-specialist in SP, who needs to a.pply its methods to resolve
problems in his or her field of interest (Fig. lea)), to select and use the best methods.

In response to this problem, specialists in SP are developing expert systems which help
the user in selecting appropriate algorithms, setting parameters, and offer the possibility of
automated control of execution and failure handling (Fig. l(b)). A detailed review of the
state of the art in developing such systems is presented in the paper.

While such expert systems are certain to be of great help to non-specialists in SP, they
are usually based on general purpose artificial intelligence (AI) tools that do not incorporate
any deep knowledge of the SP domain. Considerable experience with AI tools is required
in adapting them to the problem. It is difficult to use the experience gained in building an
expert system for one application, for other applications in SP of a similar nature. Further,
the resulting expert systems are too dependent on a particular collection of SP algorithms
or a specific SP environment.

The goal of this paper is to propose a new approach to problem-solving in the domain
of SF, based on the development of an AI environment dedicated to solving SP problems.
This environment should make it easier for the specialist in SF to build expert systems, by
providing mechanisms for knowledge representation and reasoning suitable for their domain.
This approach is contrasted with traditional and current approaches in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Approaches to using SP methods in an application
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Here we try to answer the following question: What are the types of knowledge and
reasoning used in solving SP problems?

Firstly, we examine how SP problems are represented. There are two fundamental con
cepts in SP, that of a signal, and that of a system. A signal is a time-flow of data. Thus the
temporal aspect is fundamental to SP. A system takes as input a signal, called the input sig
nal, and transforms it into another, the output signal. Many problems in SP, such as filtering
and identification, can be interpreted in terms of a numeric input signal Si, a system H, and
a numeric output signal So, among which some are fully or partially unknown, and have to
be determined based on the others. In some problems, there may be a need for real-time
processing.

Nest, we look at the approach used by the SP specialist in solving a particular problem.
The specialist employs two main fonns of reasoning, planning and supervision. Planning

is done before the execution of the problem, and supervision is done during the execution.
The planning stage first involves choosing an abstract configuration of signals and systems

for solving the problem. Each system or module at this point is chosen for performing a
certain SP functionality, and is not related to any physical. method. Later in the planning
stage, each of these modules may be linked to a definite method, which may have one or
more physical implementations. Thus the knowledge of the specialist is present at several
levels of abstraction.

The main supervision tasks are parameter setting, perfonnance analysis and failure han
dling. A typical. SP application involves a number of interconnected systems, each of which
performs certain basic SP operations. Each of these operations may involve a number of pa
rameters. In order to obtain the desired results, the specialist selects suitable values for the
parameters, as well as strategies for modifying them if the need arises. The specialist decides
the criteria for evaluating the performance of each module. These criteria are often based
on numerical measures of the module's output. In the event of unsatisfactory performance
(failure), he decides what steps should be taken.

The Proposed Environment

Based on the preceding discussion, we propose a software architecture for intelligent problem
solving environment for SP. This builds on our experience with aCAPI [1], an AI environ
ment originally developed for the automatic choice and supervision of image-processing pro
grammes. SP modules to be expressed at two levels, as goals and as operators. A goal is the
abstract form of an SP functionality. This functionality may be realized in a more concrete
form by operators. An operator may be either a simple one, corresponding to an executable
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program, or may be a complex one, consisting up of several steps to be executed in sequence
or in parallel. These steps themselves have goals corresponding to them, and are specific
instances of these goals, ca.lled requests. A request is made up of a goal, and instance-specific
information about its data and parameters. The initial problem to be solved is also stated
in the form of a request.

Data and junctions; The environment recognizes a basic data. type, ca.lled "signal" , which
is a time-sequence of variables. Sub-types of signal, such as integer sequences and image
sequences can be defined. The environment provides for the definition of a class of functions,
called "system", which operate on a. data type "signal". These functions may be defined by
any of the commonly used forms, such as dynamical equations, impulse response, or frequency
response.

Planning: The basic planning mechanism provided is hierarchical script-based planning.
In order to solve a problem, a skeletal plan is first created. This is refined during the
execution process, based on the results of the current and previous stages of execution. A
goal in the plan may be realized by more than one operator, in which case choice rules can be
defined to select the most suitable one. This operator may have several parameters, which
are set using initialization rules.

Supervision: The reasoning during supervision is accomplished using rules for evaluation
and adjustment. The results of a goal are verified using evaluation rules, and if the results
are unsatisfactory, either another operator is selected, or the same operator is re-executed
with its parameters modified by adjustment rules.
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